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Abstract 
 
Nanotechnology has been increasingly employed in forensic science for the 
detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new aluminium 
nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try to increase and 
enhance areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of crime. Different 
substrates use a diverse range of methods to develop prints when they are found 
and each method has its own drawbacks. It is not viable to use many of these 
techniques in conditions other than in a laboratory due to the harmful 
environmental effects they can cause over long term use. With this in mind a new 
easier to use technique that can be used on any substrate from wood to glass to 
paper was looked into. 
A range of nano-sized rare earth phosphor precursors were synthesised using 
homogeneous precipitation and solid state methods which were then converted to 
phosphors by firing at 980oC. Eu3+ and Tb3+ doped Y2O3, YVO4 and Y2O2S were 
chosen for their luminescent intensity. Analysis of each of the phosphors was 
carried out using multiple techniques and a single host lattice chosen for 
continuation.  
Y2O3:Eu3+ and Y2O3:Tb3+ were coated using a modified Stöber process to try and 
decrease the agglomeration of particles as well as allowing for surface modification 
to take place. Modifications of the surface were prepared and analysed, and these 
particles were then used in multiple fingerprint examinations to examine the 
adherence on fingerprints of different ages. The surface modifications manifested 
great adherence to the fingerprint residue even after two weeks elapsed and 
showed great promise after a two year period. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction to Phosphors 
The word ‘phosphor’ was created in the 17th century after work was carried out on 
volcanic rock samples in Italy, which were fired in an oven with the aim of creating 
and developing new materials. Instead of a new metal the result yielded a material 
that gave out a red light after being exposed to sunlight. After being reported, more 
of these materials were found all over Europe and they were named phosphors, the 
word being derived from the Greek for light bearer. Later, the term 
‘phosphorescence’ was used to describe these materials that emit light after the 
excitation source has been removed[1]. 
Records have been found in old Chinese texts that the Japanese used ground 
seashells and jade to make a phosphorescent paint in the 10th century, many years 
before the phenomenon was noticed in Europe. A Chinese manuscript, Xiang-Sham 
Ye-Lu[2], describes how the Japanese artists learned to make luminous paintings 
with these resources. The paintings were invisible during the hours of daylight at 
which time the sunlight was being absorbed but in the evenings after the sun had 
gone down the images began to glow, as the stored energy was slowly emitted until 
after a few hours the image was again dark. It is written that when the Emperor 
Zhao Tai Zhong asked why the animals in the paintings only appeared at night, the 
artists replied that the creatures spent the daylight hours grazing in secret, sacred 
groves. In 1768 an English physicist, John Canton, described the preparation of a 
phosphorescent material by calcinating oyster-shell with sulphur. This was known 
as Canton’s phosphorus but was known commonly as calcium sulphide[3].  
The word phosphor itself is not clearly defined and is dependent on the user. It is 
used to mean inorganic phosphors, usually those in powder form and synthesized 
for the purpose of practical applications. Other materials such as organic 
compounds and thin films which can exhibit luminescence are rarely called 
phosphors and instead are known as luminescent materials. As different materials 
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were found with variations on these properties, definitions were introduced to 
categorise them. 
Fluorescence was introduced to describe the unnoticeable short afterglow of the 
mineral calcium fluoride (fluorite) following its excitation[4]. This distinguished it 
from phosphorescence which is denoted by a long emission after the excitation 
source has been removed. The word luminescence, which includes both 
fluorescence and phosphorescence, was first used by a German physicist, Eilhardt 
Wiedemann, in 1888[5]. This word originates from the Latin word lumen, meaning 
light. The word luminescence is now defined as a phenomenon in which the 
electronic state of a substance is excited by some kind of external energy other 
than heat and the excitation energy is given off as light.  
The discussion between fluorescence and phosphorescence was very active in the 
first half of the 20th century; this was all due to the after-glow emission of the 
compounds once excitation ceased. However, this discussion has now become 
meaningless, as for inorganic compounds, fluorescence is the emission of light 
while it is being excited by a source and phosphorescence is the emission detected 
after excitation has ceased.  Whereas for organic materials and compounds, 
fluorescence is the light emission from a singlet state and phosphorescence is the 
emission from a triplet excited state[6]. 
Research programs on phosphors started in the mid-19th century, when a version of 
a zinc sulphide phosphor was created unintentionally by French chemist Théodore 
Sidot[6]. From this accident the field of phosphor synthesis expanded. After this 
discovery, German physicist and later Nobel prize winner, Philip Lenard and his 
colleagues performed extensive research and prepared a broad range of sulphide 
and selenide, alkaline metal based phosphors, and other zinc sulphide 
specimens[7]. After investigating luminescence properties they introduced a variety 
of different metal impurities using heavy metal ions, and later rare earth elements 
which were later known as activators, into the host lattices during firing process 
which formed luminescent centres.  
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1.2 Fundamentals of Luminescence 
In 1888 Eilhard Wiedemann[5] recognized luminescence as the opposite to 
incandescence. He classified the luminescence into six different areas according to 
the methods of excitation. These are described in the table below: 
Photoluminescence The emission of light by absorption of photons 
Thermoluminescence 
The emission of light by certain crystalline 
materials by absorbing ionizing radiation 
Electroluminescence 
The emission of light in response to an electric 
field 
Crystalloluminescence The emission of light through crystallization 
Triboluminescence The emission of light by breaking of bonds 
Chemiluminescence 
The emission of light through a chemical 
reaction 
 
Since the first identification of luminescence, additional forms have been 
characterised. These new areas of luminescence all belong in the six categories 
described by Wiedemann and will be described in the following sections.  
1.2.1 Thermoluminescence 
Thermoluminescence is exhibited by certain crystalline materials such as some 
minerals. Electrons from ionizing radiation are stored in the imperfections in the 
crystal lattice. They cannot escape the lattice because they do not have enough 
energy to escape. When the material is heated these electrons return to their low 
energy positions, releasing light. The light released is proportional to the amount of 
energy that has been irradiating the sample[8-10]. 
This capability allows for thermoluminescence dating to be carried out on buried 
objects as the radiation received is proportional to the age of the object as shown 
in Figure 1.1. When the pottery objects are heated the thermoluminescent 
signature is reset and so after being dug up and tested the results can show the 
approximate age the pot etc. was last used. An example of this is the dating of 
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burnt flints as presented by Martini et al [11]. Dating was carried out on multiple 
flints found in three areas of Italy. A radiation dose for one sample was 90 Gy (The 
IS unit for absorbed dose 1 Gy=1 J/Kg) with a dose rate of 1.79 Gy/ka gave the age 
of the item to be approximately 50,000±8000 years. 
 
Age of Item = Accumulated Radiation DosageDosage per Year  
Figure 1.1 - Thermoluminescent dating equation 
 
1.2.2 Chemiluminescence  
This is the emission of light from a chemical reaction. The most well-known reaction 
is the peroxidase-luminol reaction, in which hydrogen peroxide breaks down into 
HO. in the presence of alkali and an iron catalyst. This then reacts with luminol to 
give an excited state of 3-aminophthalate which subsequently drops to a lower 
energy level releasing energy in the form of light (see Figure 1.3). Both the Fe2+ and 
Fe3+ ions  present in oxygenated and deoxygenated  haemoglobin are able to 
catalyse this reaction allowing it to be used as a presumptive test for the detection 
of blood at crime scenes [12-17].  
Figure 1.2 - Luminol reaction of blood 
splatter 
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 Figure 1.3 - Luminol reaction schematic [14] 
 
1.2.3 Bioluminescence 
This is the emission of light by an organism. It mainly occurs when luciferin reacts 
with oxygen. A luciferase enzyme catalyses the reaction and this produces energy in 
the form of light. There are many different ways life forms have evolved to use 
bioluminescence. For some, such as fire flies, it is used to attract a mate; they flash 
their abdomens to signal possible mates during mating season. The more frequent 
use for this form of luminescence is for feeding, to attract prey [18, 19]. The 
Anglerfish (Figure 1.4) is a prime example of this. The anglerfish live in the bathyal 
zone of the oceans, an area of the ocean between one and four kilometres below 
the surface and where there is not much light that reaches this depth. To help with 
attracting would-be prey the fish has a bacterial bioluminescent lure. The anglerfish 
move the bioluminescent lure around to resemble the motion of other small fish. 
NH
NH
O
ONH2
Luminol
H2O2 -OH
catalyst (iron)
O-
O-
O
ONH2
*
+ N2
3-aminophthalate
O-
O-
O
ONH2
+ hv
3-aminophthalate
(excited state) (ground state)
Figure 1.4 - Female anglerfish showing bioluminescent trap 
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This entices predators to come in close which then allows the anglerfish to catch 
and kill these other fish for food.   
1.2.4 Photoluminescence 
Photoluminescence is described as a emission of light from a substance after 
absorption of a photon. There are two types of photoluminescence which each 
have a different emission length. Fluorescence and phosphorescence are both 
explained below. 
1.2.5 Fluorescence 
 
This is the emission of light from a molecule when an electron is excited by, for 
example, UV light from its ground state to a higher quantum state. The electrons 
then relax to its ground state emitting a photon of light[6]: Excitation: S0  + hνex →  S1 Emission: S1 →  S0 + hνem + heat 
Figure 1.5 - Fluorescence mechanism 
The equations (Figure 1.5) show that from a ground state (S0) an energy source such 
as ultraviolet (UV) light (hνex) excites the molecule to an excited state (S1).   
The fluorophore is very unstable in high energy configurations and after a brief 
period (10-15 to 10-9 seconds) it relaxes down to a more stable, lowest energy 
excited state. Finally the fluorophore returns to its ground state releasing the 
energy as light. Due to the drop in energy from the highest to the lowest energy 
excitation state, the light emission from the drop to ground state is always of a 
lower energy than the excitation wavelength[20].  
Another pathway luminescence can take place is with the addition of a sensitiser 
molecule. In this way an excited molecule can transfer its energy to the sensitiser 
molecule which then releases the energy as light. This is a common reaction 
created with fluorophores such as 9,10-Diphenylanthracene (blue luminescence) 
and Rubrene (orange) which are present in glow sticks. 
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 O O
Cl Cl
H2O2
O O
Cl OOH
+ + HCl
O O
Cl O O
H
HO-
O O
Cl O
O-
O
-O
O
Cl
O O
O O
O
O
O O
O
+ OCO
S
(Sensitiser 
such as 
fluorescein)
+ S* S
-light
Dioxetanedione
Oxalyl Chloride Peroxyoxalate
2
H+
-HCl
+-OH
-HCl
-CO2
 
Figure 1.6 - Oxalyl chloride reaction schematic [12] 
 
1.2.6 Phosphorescence 
In phosphorescence, the energy absorbed by the substrate is emitted much slower 
than in the case of fluorescence. Under appropriate conditions this absorbed 
energy can undergo a spin flip which creates an intersystem crossing into a triplet 
state.  
S0 +  hʋ → S1 →  T1 →  S0 +  hʋ1 
Figure 1.7 - Phosphorescence mechanism 
In this state, the energy is “trapped” and to be able to drop down to the ground 
state has to undertake another spin flip. This state can last between 10-3 to 102 
seconds. The energy emitted via this route is always of lower energy than the 
incident light due to the lower energy of the triplet state. 
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1.3 Introduction to Fingerprints 
There are three types of fingerprints which are found at crime scenes. These are 
plastic, patent and latent[21, 22]. Plastic fingerprints are impressions made in 
mouldable materials such as wax or paint. Patent fingerprints are obvious to the 
human eye and are left on surfaces after being transferred through other material 
like ink or blood. Latent fingerprints are the most common found at crime scenes 
and have to be detected using a physical developer. The compositions of these 
fingerprints are made of material from two different sweat glands which are 
described in the following sections. 
1.3.1 Eccrine 
Eccrine based prints are made up of mainly aqueous materials and salts which are 
released through eccrine pores on the finger surface [11, 23-29]. Due to the 
decomposition and evaporation effects that occur after deposition on a surface 
these prints are harder to detect. The table below shows the abundance of the 
main chemicals that comprise an eccrine fingerprint. 
 
Components of Eccrine Sweat Abundance (wt%) 
NaCl 43.83 
Lactic Acid 29.22 
Urea 11.69 
Amino Acids 7.79 
Others 4.97 
NaH2PO4 1.75 
Glucose 0.44 
K2PO4 0.31 
Figure 1.8 - Composition of eccrine fingerprints 
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1.3.2 Sebaceous 
A second type of print that can be detected is known as a sebaceous print. These 
are more common over long periods of time and are made up of sebum. Sebum is 
predominately made up of triglycerides and other organic molecules [30-33]. 
Squalene, a lipid and precursor to cholesterol, is one of the largest single 
components of sebaceous fingerprints. This type of print arises when oily residue is 
transferred to the print by ways such as touching the neck or rubbing hands 
through hair. The components in this print can last much longer as these oils can 
survive for extended periods in a humid atmosphere.  
 
Components of Sebum Abundance (wt%) 
Wax Monoesters 25 
Triglycerides 41 
Free fatty acids 16 
Squalene 12 
Figure 1.9 - Composition of sebaceous fingerprints 
1.4 History 
 
The use of fingerprinting as a tool for identification has been traced back all the way 
to ancient Egypt where Pharaohs used their fingerprint as a stamp in wax on 
important documents. It was also used in China in 650 BC; wax moulds of people’s 
fingerprints were used to sign documents and deeds to properties. It was only in 
the late 19th century that scientists discovered the uniqueness of every person’s 
print[34, 35].   
Dr Henry Faulds published a letter in Nature in 1880 titled “On the Skin-furrows of 
the Hand”[36], detailing how fingerprints could be recorded using printer’s ink and 
furthermore how they could be used in the forensic identification of criminals. 
Faulds showed two examples of how he previously used the technique in a hospital 
in Japan; first, to help convict an employee for stealing surgical alcohol from his 
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hospital, and second, to exonerate a man who was arrested for another burglary. A 
month after publication a letter was published by Sir William Herschel arguing his 
use of fingerprints in identifying people scamming benefit payments in India had 
been used 20 years prior. The feud between these two men lasted over fifteen 
years. When Faulds arrived back in the United Kingdom in 1886 he approached 
Scotland Yard to create a fingerprint bureau. This request was rejected due to the 
lack of evidence of the uniqueness of each individual’s fingerprints. Faulds wrote to 
Charles Darwin for help in predicting the statistical probability of a unique 
fingerprint but his letter was passed onto Francis Galton, a cousin, who was too 
busy to work on the problem and little work was then carried out. Eight years later 
Galton was brought back to the problem via another route and published a paper, 
based on the analysis of 8000 fingerprints to show the chances of any two 
fingerprints being identical to be 64 billion to 1 [37]. This paper then lead to the 
introduction of fingerprint identification bureaus as an invaluable tool for the 
detection and identification of criminals. The bureau at Scotland Yard was set up in 
1901 by Dr Edward Henry.  
1.5 Henry Classification System 
 
In 1823, Jan Evangelista Purkynje [38-40] noted the nine distinct fingerprint 
patterns that make up the human fingerprint shown in Figure 1.10, but it was not 
until 1880, when Dr Edward Henry properly characterised each template[41]. This 
system was used for over a hundred years and the templates formed the basis of 
the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) which is used in many 
countries to identify a person’s fingerprints. In recent years this method has been 
replaced by a ridge flow classification system[42]. These nine patterns are split up 
into 4 sub headings and are explained below[34]. 
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 Whorls 
 
 
Spiral and Concentric 
 
 
Whorls are patterns where the ridges form either a 
spiral, or concentric circles around the central core of 
the fingerprint. The whorl pattern consists of one or 
more free recurving ridges and two points of delta (an 
area which resembles the Greek letter). When the line 
of the fingerprint disc is placed on the two points of 
delta, it will bisect at least one of the ridges belonging 
to the core group. 
 
Arches 
 
 
Plain Arch 
 
 
A plain arch has ridges which flow from one side of the 
print to the other. The centre has a much smaller 
uprising than other patterns. Like the plain arch, the 
tented arch flows from one side to the other but the 
middle uprising is much more pronounced and 
sometimes bisects other pronounced ridges. 
Approximately 5% of the population have an arched 
print and of this, 60% are plain with 40% tented. 
Tented Arch 
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Composites 
 
 
  Twinned Loop 
 
 
These composites were found which contained some 
of the characteristics of arches, loops and whorls. 
They were divided into four subcategories. 
The Twinned Loop also referred to as the Double 
Loop consists of two separate loop formations which 
give rise to two deltas. 
The main loop in the Central Pocket Loop recurve a 
second time forming a pocket within the loop. This 
pattern also contains two deltas. 
The Lateral Pocket Loop is fairly similar to the 
Twinned Loop but the ridges bend sharply down on 
one side before recurving, forming a pocket which 
again gives rise to two deltas. 
Accidental Loops are loops that are a combination of 
any two types of pattern with the exception of the 
plain arch that basically has no pattern. Due to this, 
there could be more than two deltas in this pattern. 
Central Pocket Loop 
 
 
Lateral Pocket Loop 
 
 
Accidental Loops 
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 Figure 1.10 - The four main fingerprint patterns 
 
1.6 Historic Cases 
The introduction of fingerprint matching to identify suspects and provide evidence 
was noticeable by the speed with which this new technology was adopted and used 
around the world. This was helped by an increased investment into police forces, 
but also by some high profile cases that caught the imagination of both legislative 
and judicial professions, as well as the general public, who rapidly accepted the new 
technology as a vital and validated evidence procedure. The following show a small 
selection of some of the more high profile cases. 
 
Loops 
 
 
Radial Loop 
 
 
Looped prints come in two different forms. The only 
difference between the two is the direction of the 
loop. To identify which loop a person has you first need 
to know what hand the print was taken from.  The 
radial loop originates from the side nearest the thumb 
and goes towards the little finger whereas the ulnar 
loop heads from the little finger towards the thumb. 
The loop is the most prevalent pattern type with 60% 
of the population having it. The ulnar loop is the most 
common with 94% of people with loops having that 
type. 
Ulnar Loop 
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1.6.1 First case in the UK 
1905 was the milestone for fingerprint evidence in the United Kingdom[43]. 
Thomas Farrow, the manager of a paint shop in Deptford, and his wife were found, 
murdered, in their home above their shop by an employee. He found the shop 
locked up and the shutters down which was unusual at that time of day.  He 
checked through the windows, noticed the place was disturbed and called for help 
from a local shop owner. He forced open the door and found Mr Farrow dead on 
the ground floor and Mrs Farrow drifting in and out of consciousness in the couple’s 
bedroom. The police were called and the scene was searched. The couple were 
found to be missing £10 and a print was found on the cash box.  
Although the police already had a file built up of known criminals, the print was 
found to not match any that were already catalogued. After searching around the 
area witnesses led the investigators to two brothers. After having their prints taken, 
a match was made between the print found on the cashbox and their own prints. 
This led to them being arrested and charged for murder. The criminal case against 
them was very lengthy due to it being the first case for fingerprint evidence, but 
after two hours of deliberation the jury found them guilty and they were sentenced 
to be hanged and a new precedence was set in physical evidence.  
1.6.2 First case in the US 
The first real case of fingerprint evidence being allowed to be used in court in the 
USA was the case of People v. Jennings[44]. On the night of the 19th September 
1910, an intruder broke into the home of the Hillers to rob it. It is shown that as he 
was creeping round the house he was met by Mr Hiller at the top of the stairs. A 
struggle ensued and both participants fell down the stairs; Mr Hiller was shot twice 
in the chest and died a few moments later. The intruder fled as the victim’s wife 
came to investigate the noise. During the investigation it was found that the point 
of entry was the kitchen, and due to being newly painted, four fresh fingerprint 
imprints were imbedded into the window frame. The prints were taken and found 
not to be a match to anyone in the family. Hours later, the police found and 
questioned Jennings as to what he was doing out so late and after giving conflicting 
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statements, he was searched. This lead to the police finding him in possession of a 
loaded revolver and he was quickly arrested. He was found to have recently been 
released on parole and had a fingerprint card on file. This was compared to the 
prints found at the house and was found to be a conclusive match. During the trial, 
four leading expert witnesses were brought in by the prosecution and irrefutably 
proved the prints found on the window ledge were Jennings. He was found guilty of 
the murders.  Jennings’ lawyers appealed on the grounds of the admissibility of the 
evidence used but the court recognised the use of the fingerprints as evidence due 
to the long history of use in other countries. From this period the use of fingerprint 
evidence used in courts around the United States greatly increased.  
1.6.3 Richard Speck 
Richard Speck was a well-known American serial killer who was finally identified 
and caught by his fingerprints[45]. On the night of the 13th July 1966 he broke into a 
student nurses’ dormitory with only a knife and over the course of the night 
methodically killed eight of the nurses who lived there. He kept them in their rooms 
and one by one brought them out and proceeded to strangle or brutally stab each 
one to death. His last victim was raped before being strangled. Only one nurse 
survived by staying under her bed until the morning when she climbed out of the 
bedroom window and called for help. During the examination of the scene, 
smudged fingerprints were found by the officer leading the search and these were 
part matched to fingerprints which the FBI had on file due to Speck’s criminal 
background, and also an admission to the merchant navy where all applicants are 
required to give their fingerprints. Later that day, a better print was found on a 
door to the bedroom and with this the police were able to positively identify Speck 
as the suspect. A manhunt was started and he was later arrested after being 
recognised by a local doctor who had read in a local paper about a tattoo Speck had 
following a suicide attempt. After being found competent to stand trial by a panel 
of five psychiatrists and one general surgeon the trial took place and with the 
testimony of the surviving nurse and the fingerprint evidence he was found guilty 
and sentenced to be executed in the electric chair (a judgement that was later over 
turned - he was given life in prison where he died in 1991). 
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1.6.4 The Night Stalker 
Another famous case is that of 22 year old drifter Richard Ramirez, known by the 
media as the Night Stalker, who kept residents of California in fear for the lives for 5 
months[46]. On the 17th March 1985 in California he shot Angela Barrios, broke into 
her house, and immediately shot and killed another man, Dayle Ozakaki. Angela 
luckily survived the attack as the bullet had ricocheted off her keys. An hour later in 
a nearby park he pulled a woman out of her car, attacked her and then shot her 
several times. She was found still alive by a policeman but later died on her way to 
a hospital. The media latched onto the story and the residents around the area 
started to panic. The survivor was able to give the police a brief description of her 
assailant. He was said to have long curly hair, rotting teeth and bulging eyes. He was 
named the Walk-In Killer by the media. 
Ten days later on the night of the 27th March he broke into the home of a sleeping 
Vincent and Maxine Zazzara. Vincent was shot in his bed and his wife’s body was 
mutilated, having several stabs wounds and her eyes gouged out. Police matched 
the bullets used in the previous murders and also found footprints outside the 
windows, which was the first real evidence the police had on the now labelled serial 
killer. This brought a major police investigation into operation but having no real 
evidence, they didn’t manage to get any closer to catching Ramirez. Two months 
later he struck again, breaking into the house of Harold and Jean Wu. Like his last 
break in, Harold was found shot in the head but this time Jean was found alive. She 
had been physically assaulted, raped and bound but was able to give the police the 
same description as before. The police were able to collect more evidence but due 
to the lack of DNA fingerprinting available at the time nothing could be done with 
the evidence.  
Over the next three months he stepped up his attacks and left at least seven people 
dead with many others assaulted physically and sexually. He began moving around 
California leaving Los Angeles and moving to San Francisco, where he carried on 
attacking and murdering people in their homes. As the residents of California 
became more fearful of this serial killer and started securing their homes better, his 
tactics changed from just climbing through open windows to breaking and entering. 
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This made the media change the name they used to describe him to The Night 
Stalker. 
Ramirez then again moved south of San Francisco where he broke into the house of 
Bill Carns and his fiancée Inez Erickson. Like he had done many times before, Bill 
was shot in the head and Inez bound and raped. After he left she was able to crawl 
to a window, get a good look and then describe him to the police when they 
arrived. With this new evidence the police put out an all-points bulletin and gave 
the media the description. The next day the car was reported by a teenager who 
gave the licence plate number. The car was finally picked up and examined by 
police a few days later. After thoroughly dusting and inspecting every part of the 
car a single useable fingerprint was found on the rear view mirror. The prints were 
run through AFIS and a single name was output with a criminal record image which 
matched all previous descriptions of the renowned serial killer. It belonged to 
Richard Munoz Ramirez, who was found to have a long criminal record predating 
his initial attacks for drug possession and traffic violations. 
The media was given his photo and only two days later he was spotted and was set 
upon by an angry mob that surrounded and brutally beat him. The police managed 
to arrest him and had to disperse the mob which would have likely killed him. He 
was charged and convicted of sixty seven felonies and fourteen counts of murder 
and was still on Death Row awaiting execution until his death from blood cancer in 
June 2013. 
1.6.5 The Theft of the Mona Lisa 
In 1911, the Mona Lisa was stolen from its place in the Louvre, Paris. It was found to 
have been taken during the gallery’s closed period[47]. The thief managed to get 
through security, undo the glass around the Mona Lisa and then take the painting 
down and move it out through the back stairway. It was not noticed for a while due 
to the museum curator being away on holiday and the regular guard being away to 
tend to his sick son. It was first noticed by a painter, Louis Beroud who had come 
down to see it. After walking into the room and noticing it was missing he went and 
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informed the head of security only to be told the painting was probably away for 
cleaning.   
Hours later he came back and spoke again to the security personnel and then it was 
found the painting had been stolen and the police were called. Sixty investigators 
scoured the museum but apart from the frame of the painting which was found on 
a stairwell, the painting itself had gone. The frame was meticulously searched and 
one thumb print was found. The police called in Alphonse Bertillon, a well 
renowned fingerprint expert who tried to match the thumb print to a print he had 
gathered from previous cases. After many days it was found the print had not been 
collected previously and one of the only leads broke down.  
It took three years before the culprit was finally apprehended in a sting operation in 
Italy. Once the suspect was in custody Alphonse was finally able to match the 
suspect’s prints to the print found on the frame. He was convicted of the theft and 
sent to prison but was released shortly afterwards during the war. 
1.7 Identification Technology  
1.7.1 Automatic Fingerprint Identification System 
In 1903, fingerprints were accepted by New York Civil Service Commission as a 
suitable replacement from the previously used Bertillonage system of 
anthropometric measurements which were used in court for twenty years. The 
system relied on a technique created by Richard Edward Henry and had already 
been used in India for three years and Britain for two years. Quickly, it was decided 
that a national database should be started to hold fingerprint records from anyone 
convicted of a crime to be used in future in case the convict reoffended. In 1904 
The International Association of Chiefs of Police created what was known as the 
National Bureau of Criminal Identification (NBCI), the first national fingerprint 
repository of its time. In the database’s first few years of use, fingerprint record 
cards were taken of all prisoners in the United States and this was then built upon 
slowly with criminals who had been newly convicted after its setup period. From 
1905 other departments started using their own fingerprint databases including the 
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Army and Navy. This would help quickly identify soldiers’ bodies during war time 
situations. 
Over the years the system was changed and updated as the courts agreed on how 
many reference points could give a positive identification. In 1914 renowned 
forensic pioneer Edmond Locard wrote an article on how twelve points of reference 
would be sufficient to give a positive match between two suspected similar prints. 
By 1946 the NBCI contained 100 million fingerprinting record cards and this 
increased to 200 million in 1971. Even though these cards were separated into 
groups by the Henry Classification system it still gave a large amount of records to 
be searched through especially as each record could have up to ten prints on it. 
Most of the time the database was only properly used for serial crimes and any 
prints found were added to the crime file until a suspect was found. This would 
then be verified and the prints checked on the database for any other outstanding 
crimes. 
As computerisation started to take over the US Department of Justice decided that 
a computerised system needed to be put in place to firstly alleviate the problems 
with keeping such large amounts of paper, and also to make it quicker to identify 
people without having to go through such a large number of records. The 
Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) was created to help this and 
after the record cards were slowly put into the first database it was found there 
were many duplicates; after all 200 million were entered, there were found to only 
be approximately 30 million individuals in the system.  
Although the use of AFIS reduces the length of time it takes to identify a fingerprint 
manually, each positive result still has to be checked by hand to double check the 
result. When a fingerprint is scanned into the database, the system looks for twelve 
specific reference points and the record is then given a numeric identifier related to 
the points. This number is then searched in the database and any file with the same 
number is flagged. If no record is found then it looks for the largest amount of 
reference point positives on file and then these are each checked by an expert. In 
this way, partial fingerprints can also be checked on the database. 
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The largest database in the world at the moment (2014) is held by the US 
Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Biometric Identity Management 
(OBIM) which contains 120 million records of all persons when they arrive in the 
United States. There is also a large AFIS system used by INTERPOL which contains 
over 150,000 records for international criminals which can be accessed by all 
countries. The UK IDENT1 database contains over 18.6 million sets of fingerprints 
which belong to known individuals and 1.9 million unidentified records.  
 
1.8 Detection Techniques 
1.8.1 Dusting 
The primary way of searching for latent prints is by surface dusting. This is where a 
brush usually made of camel or squirrel hair [48] (Figure 1.11) is first placed into a 
pot of powder and this is then applied to a material’s surface with a twisting motion 
to slowly deposit powder onto the particular surface. From the beginning, graphite 
powder was the most used powder and has only been replaced fairly recently with 
newer more specific powders such as titanium dioxide and aluminium. Dusting of 
an area often leads to many different prints. Each has to be lifted from the surface 
Figure 1.11 - Dusting using a 
squirrel hair brush 
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with tape and then catalogued ready for examination and analysis. The graphite 
powder had its disadvantages, for example it was very hard to spot graphite coated 
prints on dark surfaces which often lead to prints being overlooked. As time went 
on, newer methods were researched and developed to help give forensic scientists 
a larger arsenal when looking for prints [24, 49-51].  
1.8.2 Magnetic Powders 
The magnetic powders don’t use a brush but instead make use of the magnetic 
properties to be pulled over the print by a magnetic wand (Figure 1.12). This is 
becoming more common because it is more precise and also is much cleaner as all 
excess powder can be picked up again so only the print gets covered. The powders 
are usually Fe3O4 shelled particles which are paramagnetic and are then covered in 
silica to stop any degradation the chemical would give to the print[52]. 
1.8.3 Bichromatic Powders 
These powders can be used with either a magnetic wand or with a usual brush. 
These powders are usually made of aluminium mixed with an anticaking agent and 
unlike graphite reflect light to an extent that the powder shows up on both dark 
and light surfaces. 
 
Figure 1.12 - Magnetic wand 
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1.8.4 Other Techniques 
Although dusting is the quickest and most used form of locating latent fingerprints, 
some surfaces do not allow dusting to take place. This is usually due to the surface 
being too porous and the oils from the print being absorbed into the surface 
making dusting useless, or that the surface is too electrostatic and the powder is 
attracted more to the surface than the print. In cases like this other techniques can 
be utilised either at a scene or back in a lab.     
1.8.4.1 Ninhydrin 
For porous materials such as paper, a solution of ninhydrin can be sprayed onto the 
surface and then heated in an oven to convert latent prints into a visible print by 
converting the amino acids in sweat to a purple colour (Figure 1.13) which is named 
after the discoverer Siegfried Ruhemann [53-59]. Results can vary due to the 
composition of the paper and the quantity of amino acids in the fingerprint material 
(a large amount could mean an over developed print which would have lost all 
definition). The ninhydrin is dissolved in a solvent, usually ethanol, so any 
information needed form the document has be photographed first or another 
detection method has to be used.  
  
Figure 1.13 - Ninhydrin reaction 
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1.8.4.2 Silver Nitrate 
Like the Ninhydrin, a silver nitrate solution can be applied to a paper surface and 
this reacts with the sodium chloride in latent eccrine prints to produce silver 
chloride. When exposed to UV light the print will darken and can then be 
photographed as shown in Figure 1.14. Silver nitrate is a destructive test and 
therefore has rather a large disadvantage. It is only used when all other tests such a 
ninhydrin and iodine fuming have failed to generate an image. The reduction 
process from silver nitrate to silver metal can lead to overdeveloped images if there 
is too much expose to UV light. 
1.8.4.3 Iodine Fuming 
Iodine fuming is a very old technique used before the development of ninhydrin 
and silver nitrate. It is still used as it is one of the best non-destructive ways to 
locate latent fingerprints.  
Other fuming techniques and even dusting processes, if used incorrectly, can lead 
to the print being unusable in further examination. In this method iodine is 
sublimed and the vapour fumed over the surface. Any fats or oils temporarily 
absorb the iodine vapour turning a dark brown. This can then be photographed 
ready for analysis. After a short while the iodine will evaporate from the print 
making it colourless again. This process can be stopped with the use of a starch 
solution if necessary [11, 60-63].  
Figure 1.14 - Silver nitrate 
reaction 
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Due to its non-destructive nature iodine fuming is usually the first technique 
applied to a porous surface. If no reaction is observed this is then followed by 
ninhydrin and finally silver nitrate[64]. 
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Figure 1.15 - Ninhydrin schematic 
 
1.8.4.4 Cyanoacrylate fuming 
Fingerprints on surfaces that hold an electrostatic such as black sacks and other 
large plastic items are able to take advantage of a cyanoacrylate fuming method, 
which allows large items to be processed quickly. In this technique, a small amount 
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of cyanoacrylate was warmed in a humid environment which contained an object 
on which a possible print may be found [65]. The cyanoacrylate vapourises and then 
polymerises on the surface of the print (Figure 1.16). This would lead to a white print 
being made visible and from there analysis can occur. The method needs to be 
watched carefully as too much vapour can lead to the print being overdeveloped 
and so useless for any further analysis [11, 60-63]. 
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Figure 1.16 - Cyanoacrylate schematic 
 
1.9 Problems with Existing Techniques 
As discussed, the existing techniques that have been developed have all improved 
upon the original graphite methods [66-76]. Its inability to work effectively on 
porous or black surfaces resulted in the use of new materials and new techniques.  
Although these techniques have improved the detection rate of latent prints there 
are still many disadvantages and problems which are not solved. An example is the 
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detection of fingerprints on textured surfaces which are problematic for powders of 
large particle size. To this end phosphors of particle sizes of between 100-250nm 
were chosen for the study 
However none of them have brought together all the requirements into one easy to 
use high contrast system. This research is aimed at investigating the use of nano 
phosphors as a dusting medium, with careful design of particle size, morphology, 
coating, fluorescent performance and ease of use to enable it to replace and 
enhance existing solutions. To this end a variety of phosphors were synthesised and 
then coated to allow for modification to increase the ability for the particles to 
adhere to aged latent prints. 
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Chapter 2 – Experimental Techniques 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the synthetic methods used to prepare nanometre-sized rare earth 
doped phosphor powders followed by the methodologies for silica coating and for 
making surface modifications are described.  
Various yttria based host lattices were tested, each doped with a rare earth 
element phosphor, which would fluoresce under UV light [6, 20]. This new 
phosphor powder was to be used to help in the detection of latent fingerprints by 
allowing for the easier viewing of powder dusted fingerprints under UV light on any 
type and colour of material. This would help save time trying to uncover a possible 
fingerprint. In addition it was intended that the particles could be modified to 
adhere to different molecules in fingerprints [77-83]. For example, by dusting a 
location with a powder containing a phosphor modified with a drug antibody; the 
use of one UV wavelength may show the site of the fingerprint and by using a 
different UV wavelength if the fingerprint had contained some drug metabolites 
these particles would fluoresce under a different wavelength. This could lead to the 
identification of a motive for the crime or help disprove a motive if it conflicted 
with a statement.  
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2.2 Solid State Synthesis 
2.2.1 Synthesis of YVO4:RE3+ phosphor by solid state synthesis 
YVO4:Eu3+ was prepared by solid state synthesis[6]. Y2O3 (10.7g) (Ampere Industries 
(French), 99.99%), Eu2O3 (0.88g) (Aldrich, 99.99%), NH4VO3 (12.9g) (Sigma Aldrich, 
99%) were milled together in a pestle and mortar for 1 hour to fully blend the 
compounds and break down any large clusters of material. The resulting mixture 
was fired in an alumina crucible for 1 hour at 1000oC and then for an additional 
hour at 1200oC. The resulting solid was cooled, washed with a strong solution of 
NaOH, left to dry, then fired again at 1200oC for 1 hour to give a slightly yellow 
powder due to the formation of metavandates[10]. The whole procedure is 
illustrated in the flow diagram below (Figure 2.1) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Y2O3 RE2O3 
Milled together in a 
mortar and pestle 
NH4VO3 
Brown powder 
Fired for 1 hour at 1000oC 
then another hour at 
YVO4:RE3+ 
Washed with NaOH 
filtered and dried 
Powder mixture 
Figure 2.1 - Solid state YVO4:RE3+ synthesis flow chart 
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2.2.2 Synthesis of Y2O3:RE3+ phosphor by solid state synthesis 
Y2O3:Eu3+ was prepared by solid state synthesis[6]. Y2O3 (Ampere Industries 
(French), 99.99%) and Eu2O3 (Aldrich, 99.99%) were milled together in a pestle and 
mortar for 1 hour to fully mix. This mixture was then fired in an alumina crucible for 
6 hours at 1000oC to give the Y2O3:Eu3+ phosphor.  
Y2O3:Tb3+ was prepared as above using Y2O3 and Tb2O3. The procedure is illustrated 
in the flow diagram below (Figure 2.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Milled together for 1 hour 
in a mortar and pestle 
 
Y2O3:RE3+ 
Fired for 6 hours at 
1000oC 
Y2O3 RE2O3 
Powder mixture 
Figure 2.2 - Solid state Y2O3:RE3+ synthesis flow chart 
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2.3 Homogeneous Precipitation Synthesis 
2.3.1 Preparation of stock solutions 
Y2O3 (Ampere Industries (French), 99.99%), Tb2O3 (Aldrich, 99.99%) and Eu2O3 
(Aldrich, 99.99%) were used as starting materials, all chemicals were used as 
received with no further purification. 
The stock solution of Y(NO3)3 (0.5M) was synthesised by heating 56.52g Y2O3 in 
distilled water (400mL). To this was slowly added diluted HNO3 (100mL 70%) until 
the solution became clear showing the formation of the nitrate. The solution was 
raised to boiling and then cooled and left to stir overnight. The solution was then 
topped up to 1 litre.  
The stock solution of Eu(NO3)3 (0.01M) was synthesised by first heating 1.761g 
Eu2O3 in distilled water (300mL). A solution of diluted HNO3 (10mL 70%) was then 
carefully added to the solution containing the Eu3+ cations until the solution grew 
clear showing europium nitrate had been formed. The solution was then cooled 
and stirred overnight before being made up to 1L with distilled water. 
The stock solution of Tb(NO3)3 (0.01M) was synthesised by heating 1.851g Tb2O3 in 
distilled water (300mL). A diluted solution of HNO3 (10mL 70%) was carefully added 
until the solution became clear showing the formation of the terbium nitrate. The 
solution as then cooled and stirred overnight before being made up to 1L with 
distilled water. 
The general procedure for the creation of the stock solution is below (M = Y, Eu, Tb) 
M2O3 + 6HNO3  2M(NO3)3 + 3H2O 
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2.3.2 Reaction Schematic 
The decomposition of urea above 85 oC gives an ammonium cation and cyanate 
anion which under acidic conditions (pH <3) reacts as shown below. 
H2NCONH2 NH4+ + OCN- 
OCN- + 2H+ + 2H2O  H2CO3 + NH4+ 
The hydronium ions from the weakly hydrolysed yttrium ions promotes the 
decomposition of the urea and the release of the carbonate ions triggers 
precipitation once the concentration of reactants reaches saturation.  
[YOH(H2O)n]2+ + H2CO3  Y(OH)CO3.H2O + (n-1)H2O 
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2.3.3 Synthesis of Y2O3:RE3+ phosphor by homogeneous precipitation 
Y2O3:Eu3+ was synthesized using a two stage homogeneous precipitation method 
[84, 85]. Firstly, Aqueous solutions of Y(NO3)3 and Eu(NO3)3 were mixed to 
appropriate molar ratios in a glass beaker and then heated to 85oC whilst being 
continually stirred on a hot plate. Once at temperature, excess urea was added and 
after turbidity was observed the solution was left for 2 hours to complete the 
precipitation of the hydroxycarbonate. After this time the precursor was filtered, 
washed with distilled water and the soft white powder dried at 50oC overnight. This 
precursor was then fired at 1000oC for 6 hours to obtain a soft white powder of 2% 
doped Y2O3:Eu3+ phosphor.  
The Y2O3:Tb phosphors were synthesised using the same method as shown above 
with the exception of using 25mL of Y(NO3)3 stock solution and 25mL of Tb(NO3)3 
stock solution. The method is shown in the flow diagram below where RE = Eu, Tb.  
 
Y(NO3)3 RE(NO3)3 
White 
precipitate 
Heated to 85oC and 
stirred for 2 hours 
Urea 
Y(OH)CO3: RE3+ 
Filter and dry overnight 
Y2O3:RE3+ 
Fired for 6 hours 
at 1000oC 
Figure 2.3 - Homogeneous Y2O3:RE3+ 
synthesis flow chart
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2.3.4 Synthesis of Y2O2S:RE3+ phosphor particles by homogeneous 
precipitation 
Y(OH)CO3:Eu3+ hydroxycarbonate precursor particles were synthesised using the 
homogeneous precipitation method shown above. To obtain the Y2O2S:Eu3+ 
phosphor particles the precursor particles then were converted to oxysulfides by a 
reaction with sulfur[86]. The precursor was thoroughly mixed with NaCO3 (Aldrich, 
≥99.99 %) and S (Aldrich, ≥99.99 %) before being transferred and carefully packed 
into an alumina crucible. A top layer made up of a ratio of 1:1.5:2 Y2O3 (in the same 
ratio as the precursor), NaCO3 and S were then mixed up and again carefully packed 
above the precursor. This layer was used to give an inert atmosphere in order to 
exclude as much oxygen as possible for the reaction to take place. The crucible was 
fired in oxygen for 6 hours at 1000oC and then left to cool. The top layer was 
removed and discarded while the bottom layer of white powder was removed from 
the crucible and added to boiling water where it was stirred for 1 hour to remove 
the flux and any impurities. The precipitate was then filtered and dried in an oven 
to obtain a fluffy white powder of Y2O2S:Eu3+. The same method was used to create 
the Y2O2S:Tb3+ phosphors by using the Y(OH)CO3:Tb3+ as a starting material. The full 
method for synthesis is illustrated below in Figure 2.4 where RE = Eu, Tb. 
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White precipitate 
Heated to 85oC and 
stirred for 2 hours 
 
Urea 
Y(OH)CO3: RE3+ 
Filter and dry 
overnight 
S NaCO3 
Milled together and packed 
into alumina crucible base 
 
Y2O3 
NaCO3 
S 
Layered 
Crucible Milled 
together 
and packed 
on top of 
crucible 
 
Fired at 900oC for 1 
hour and then washed 
with boiling water 
 Y2O2S:RE3+ 
RE(NO3)3 Y(NO3)3 
Figure 2.4 - Homogeneous Y2O2S:RE3+ synthesis flow chart 
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2.3.7 Synthesis of YVO4:RE3+ phosphor particles by homogeneous 
precipitation 
YVO4:Eu3+ was prepared by homogeneous precipitation[27]. Two initial solutions 
were produced.  Solution A consisted of 2.34g NH4VO3 (Aldrich, 99.99%) dissolved 
in water and then the pH made up to 12.5 with a solution of NaOH. Solution B was 
made by combining 7.27g of Y(NO3)3 in water (200mL) with 0.37g EuCl3 in water 
(200mL). Solution B was added dropwise whilst stirring to Solution A and then 
heated to 60oC for 3 hours. The resulting yellow precipitate was filtered and dried. 
The precipitate was added to a crucible then fired at 1000oC for 1 hour. After 
cooling the sample was then washed with concentrated NaOH and finally filtered 
and dried to produce the YVO4:Eu3+ phosphor. A schematic of the overall reaction is 
shown in Figure 2.5 (RE= Eu). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Y(NO3)3 RECl3 
 
Heat to 60oC for 
3 hours 
NH4VO3 
 
Fired for 1 hour at 1000oC, washed 
with NaOH and then dried 
YVO4:RE3+ 
 
Solution A 
 
Solution B 
 
Dissolve in water and add 
NaOH to make it to pH12.5 
 
Dissolve separately in 
water then combine 
 
Dropwise 
addition 
Yellow 
Precipitate 
Figure 2.5 - Homogeneous YVO4:RE3+ 
synthesis flow chart 
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2.4 Preparation of Coatings and Modifications  
2.4.1 Introduction 
The phosphors were coated in silica to create a standardised surface for the 
modifications. This allows a straightforward surface for the modifications to be 
deposited onto rather than having to create a new deposition method for each new 
phosphor. An additional use for the coating is to improve the agglomeration of 
phosphor particles during the sintering process. The hydroxycarbonate precursors 
are coated in silica before being heated. Once the firing process has been 
completed the silica was etched to break apart the particles and create a porous 
surface. Two methods were used for the silica coating. The first is a well-known 
method for creating silica particles[87] while the second utilises a colloidal silica 
dispersion. 
Modifications to the surface were attached to the silica coating to improve the 
adhesion of the phosphor powders to the latent fingerprints. Two modifications 
were employed to increase the adhesion to either eccrine or sebaceous 
fingerprints. For eccrine fingerprints an aminosilane was applied and for the 
sebaceous prints the surface was modified with an octylsilane. 
The preparations for each of the coatings and modifications are presented in the 
following sections 
 
2.4.2 Preparation of coated phosphor particles by tetraethyl 
orthosilane 
Phosphor powders and precursors were coated with silica to using a modified 
version of the Stöber method [87-90] (See Figure 2.6). A sample of phosphor (1g) 
(or phosphor precursor powder) was dispersed in 400mL ethanol. The solution was 
fully dispersed by using an ultrasonic probe for 1 hour. 25mL Si(OC2H5)4 (Aldrich, 
99.999%) and 20mL distilled water was added to the flask and the solution slowly 
stirred for 10 minutes. 8mL ammonium hydroxide was added to the solution and 
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the stirring was increased momentarily. After this time the stirring was brought 
back down to 100rpm. The solution was left slowly stirring for 1 hour at room 
temperature. The precipitate was washed 3 times with ethanol and filtered by 
centrifuge. The collected powder was then dried overnight in an oven. The 
phosphor particles were examined after this coating was applied, whereas the 
coated precursor hydroxycarbonate particles were then fired for 6 hours in a 
furnace at 1000oC.  In both cases a coating as shown in Figure 2.7 was produced. 
An illustration of the process is shown below in Figure 2.6. 
EtOH/NH4OH/H2O
Si(OEt)4
Y2O3:Eu Y
2
O
3
:Eu
Figure 2.7 - Coating of phosphor particle with silica 
Phosphor 
Dispersed in ethanol 
Stirred for 10 minutes 
 
SiO2 coated 
phosphor 
Left slowly stirring for 1 hour, 
washed, centrifuged and dried 
DI water Si(OC2H5)4 
Opaque solution NH4OH 
Figure 2.6 - TEOS coated synthesis flow chart 
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2.4.3 Preparation of silica coated phosphor particles by addition of a 
colloidal silica dispersion 
LUDOX (Aldrich 30 wt. %) is a colloidal silica dispersion in water containing discrete 
spherical particles of silica between 80-100nm, was used as a starting material[91-
94]. 1g of phosphor powder was dispersed in 100mL of water and to this LUDOX 
AM-30 (10mL) was added and gently left to stir for 1 hour (Figure 2.8). The particles 
were separated by centrifuge, washed three times with ethanol and dried to give 
the silica coated phosphor (as seen in Figure 2.9). To adhere the silica to the 
phosphor the dried particles were then fired at 400oC for 2 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LUDOX AM 30
Y2O3:Eu Y2O3:EuH2O
 
Figure 2.9 - Coating of phosphor particle with silica 
 
  
Dispersed 
in ethanol 
 
Phosphor 
 
Stirred for 1 hour, washed 
centrifuged and dried and 
fired at 400oC 
 Silica coated phosphor 
 
LUDOX 
AM-30 
 
Figure 2.8 - Ludox AM-30 coating flow chart 
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2.5 Modification of Silica Coated Phosphors 
2.5.1 (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane modified silica 
The surface of the silica coated phosphor was modified (using (3-
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (Aldrich 97%)) to be covered with long chains ending 
with an amine group when dispersed in water[95-97]. In a typical experiment 1g 
phosphor powder coated with silica was dispersed in 100mL ethanol. The solution 
was then ultra-sonicated for 1 hour to fully disperse the powder in the ethanol.  The 
flask was transferred to a magnetic stirring plate and stirred. 20mL (3-
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane was slowly added to the stirring solution and this 
was left stirring for 48 hours before being separated by centrifuge, washed three 
times with ethanol and left to dry. Figure 2.10 displays the modification schematic for 
the reaction.  
 
O
O
SiO NH2
Y2O3:Eu
Si(MeO)3 NH2
Y2O3:Eu
 
Figure 2.10 - Modification of silica coating with amine groups 
 
2.5.2 Triethoxy(octyl)silane modified silica 
To modify the surface of the phosphors for better adherence with sebaceous prints 
1g of one of the silica coated phosphors was dispersed in 100mL ethanol. The 
solution was stirred and 10mL water and 20mL triethoxy(octyl)silane was added. 
This was left stirring with samples being taken every 24 hours with each being 
separated by centrifuge, washed three times with ethanol and dried.  
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Figure 2.11 - Modification of silica coating with triethoxy(octyl)silane 
 
2.6 Etching Studies 
2.6.1 Introduction 
Etching studies were carried out on silica coated hydroxycarbonate precursors [98] 
to break up any agglomerated particles after the sintering process had taken place 
and to reduce the size of the silica coating surrounding the phosphor particles. The 
SEM images of the coated phosphors indicated that the LUDOX coated phosphors 
were very inconsistent in size and the TEOS coated powders showed a coating of 
approximately 100nm in diameter. This procedure was carried out to facilitate 
control of the coating diameter and also to test the possible quenching of a silica 
coating on the photoluminescent properties of the phosphor as research has shown 
previously that the use of a silica coating can absorbs short wavelength UV light 
which would impair the phosphors ability. 
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2.6.2 Methodology 
The coated precursors were added to a solution of NaOH and stirred to etch away 
the silica coating[8].This method has been well documented in previous papers[99] 
The hydroxide ions target the Si-O bonds to create a sodium silicate which is soluble 
in water as shown below. 
nSiO2 + 2NaOH  Na2O.nSiO2 + H2O 
 In a typical experiment 10mL 10M solution of NaOH was made up using NaOH 
pellets ( Sigma Aldrich, ≥98%) and left stirring on a magnetic plate. 0.1g of silica 
coated hydroxycarbonate precursor powder was added to 10mL distilled water and 
ultra-sonicated to fully disperse the powder. After ten minutes the dispersed 
solution was added to the alkaline solution and left to wash whilst stirring for 24 
hours. The reaction was then quenched with water, separated by centrifuge and 
then washed three times with ethanol. The powder was then left to dry overnight in 
an oven at 70oC before being fired at 1000oC for 6 hours to obtain a finer silica 
coated phosphor powder. Figure 2.12 shows a schematic for the etching of silica 
coated particles. 
Y(OH)CO3:RE
3+ Y(OH)CO3:RE
3+NaOH Firing at
1000oCwashing
Y2O3:RE
3+
 
Figure 2.12 - Method of etching silica coating 
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Chapter 3 – Instrumentation 
3.1 Introduction and Sample Preparation Methodologies 
Phosphor powders were characterised with scanning electron microscopy, 
transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence 
spectrometer, FTIR spectroscopy and their sizes established by a laser particle 
analyser. In this chapter the instrumentation and equipment used to generate the 
images and spectra of the materials synthesised for the project (coated and 
uncoated phosphor powders) will be presented/discussed together with sample 
preparation methods.   
3.2 Photoluminescence Spectrometer 
A photoluminescence spectrometer consists of three main parts: a light source, 
filters and a detector. The Bentham spectrometer used in this work contained two 
monochromators rather than filters to allow selection of the excitation and 
emission light as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  Luminescent properties of phosphors 
were introduced in Chapter 1.2. The photoluminescence emission and excitation 
spectra were recorded on a Bentham spectrometer. The emission spectra were 
taken from 350nm to 800nm using a 254nm light source for Eu3+ doped phosphors 
and 274nm for Tb3+ doped phosphors while the excitation spectra were recorded by 
monitoring at  the most intense  emission peak.  
3.2.1 Sample Preparation 
To quantify the emission and to examine the emission potential of the coated and 
modified phosphors 1g of each phosphor was added and compressed into a 10mm 
aluminium boat. This allows a quantifiable emission from each of the coated and 
modified phosphors. The boat was then placed under the light source of the 
spectrometer and the spectrum of the phosphor was recorded.  
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3.2.2 Example Spectra 
Figure 3.2 is an example of a photoluminescent spectrum with both an emission 
and excitation line. The emission spectrum is produced by exciting the sample 
material (i.e. a phosphor) with photons of higher energy than the bandgap. This 
energy absorption can occur either in the host lattice or at the luminescent centre. 
If the absorbance is in the host lattice then it is followed by a transfer to the 
luminescent centre before the emission can occur (Figure 3.3). When these 
luminescent centres show too weak an absorbance a sensitiser molecule can be 
added which firstly absorbs the energy before transferring it to the luminescence 
centre. The host lattice is always excited by high energy excitation such as electron 
beams, X-rays and γ-rays whereas the luminescent centres are only directly excited 
by low energy excitation such as UV, visible and IR light.  
Excitation monochromator 
Em
iss
io
n 
M
on
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hr
om
at
or
 
Light Source 
Sample 
Detector 
Figure 3.1 - Components of a photoluminescent spectrometer 
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Figure 3.2 - Example emission and excitation spectrum 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 - Schematic diagram showing (a) direct and (b) indirect excitation[100] 
(a) 
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 Figure 3.4 - Bentham Spectrometer 
 
3.3 FTIR Spectroscopy 
The samples were scanned on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One Fourier Transform 
Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, using a Specac Golden Gate Single Reflection ATR 
accessory, consisting of a Diamond crystal at a fixed angle of 45°. The spectrometer 
passes infrared radiation, through the sample and the absorptions made by each 
type of bonding vibration in the sample is recorded. The energy induces vibrational 
excitation of the atoms to either stretch or bend. Molecules in different 
environments absorb varying intensities and frequencies of energy. This allows a 
spectrum to be produced which can be directly correlated to the bonding within the 
sample.  
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3.3.1 Sample Preparation 
The phosphor powders were dried overnight in an oven. The sample area was 
opened and the powder was placed on the chamber. The diamond was closed onto 
the sample and then the spectra were collected over the 4000 cm-1 to 650 cm-1 
wavenumber range, at a resolution of 4 cm-1. 10 accumulations were collected for 
the samples. 
 
Figure 3.5 - Perkin Elmer Spectrum One FTIR 
 
3.3.2 Example spectra 
When the Infra-red beam interacts with a covalent bond which has an electrical 
dipole the absorbed energy starts an oscillation in the bond. An asymmetric 
molecule such as O-H can absorb IR radiation but a symmetric molecule such as H-H 
cannot.  Figure 3.6 is an infrared spectrum of ethanol[101] and the most prominent 
peaks are very noticeable. These include the large absorbance at 3300cm-1 which is 
indicative of an O-H stretch, a sharp absorbance at around 3000cm-1 of a C-H 
stretch and the two large peaks at around 1050 and 1100cm-1 showing the C-O 
stretch. 
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 Figure 3.6 - IR spectra of ethanol 
3.4 Raman Spectroscopy 
The Raman spectra were recorded on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 
spectrometer[102, 103]. It is used to observe the vibration and rotation of 
molecules which scatters monochromatic laser light. The lasers used for the 
analysis were either an Ar+ green laser of 514.5nm wavelength, a He-Ne 20 mW red 
laser 632.8nm or an infrared 1064nm laser. The laser is focussed onto the sample, 
this excites the lattice or molecules from its or their ground state to a virtual state. 
The excited molecules then relax returning to a different vibrational state. This 
scattered light is collected and sent through a filter to remove wavelengths close to 
the laser line due to Rayleigh scattering. The light is then focused onto a detector 
and a signal is collected. 
The Raman spectrometer was calibrated using a silicon sample. The microscope was 
focussed on the surface of the sample and then the auto calibration function was 
started using the LabSpec program. This program then calibrated the spectrometer 
to the 520.7cm-1 shift of the silicon sample.  
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 Figure 3.7 - Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 
 
3.4.1 Sample Preparation 
For the phosphor powders, a sample was added to a glass slide and then slightly 
compressed. The slide was placed on the stage and the focal point was verified to 
make sure it was at its strongest. The spectrum was then run using a multi window 
accumulation mode on the LabSpec 5 program. 
 
3.4.2 Example Spectra 
Figure 3.8 is an example of a Raman spectrum of the pigment vermillion collected 
using a 632.8nm laser from a Hans Holbein sketch at the Royal Collection in 
Windsor.  The spectrum shows a strong band at 253 and 343cm-1 which is indicative 
of vermillion which has been well documented [104-112]. A Raman spectrum allows 
for the identification of vibrational states of molecules by the shift in the 
wavelength of the inelastically scattered radiation. Figure 3.9 gives the three types 
of scattering which occur. In Rayleigh scattering a photon interacts with a molecule 
raising it to a short lived virtual energy state. The relaxation to the ground state 
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releases a photon which results in scattering. As the molecule returns to its ground 
state the energy of the released photon is the same as the energy before the 
interaction which results in the photon having the same wavelength.  In Raman 
scattering the photon can gain or lose energy during the scattering process and 
therefore the resulting scattered photons wavelength increases or decreases 
respectively.  If the molecule relaxes from an excited state to a vibrational state the 
scattered photon has less energy than the incident photon and therefore a longer 
wavelength then this is known as Stokes scattering. If the molecule was already in a 
vibrational state then after relaxation the scattered photon will have less energy 
and therefore a shorter wavelength. This is known as Anti-Stokes scattering. More 
photons undergo Stokes scattering than Anti-Stokes scattering but these are both 
less than the Rayleigh scattering which is far more prominent. Due to this only the 
Stokes scattering is used in a spectrum due to the larger intensity. 
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Figure 3.8 - Raman Spectra of Vermillion[112] 
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 Figure 3.9 - Three different forms of scattering 
3.5 Laser Particle Analyser 
The laser particle analyser (Figure 3.11) utilises Frahnhofer diffraction to allow sizes 
of particles to be determined. The sample is first dispersed in a pure non particulate 
liquid and then ultrasonicated for five minutes for maximum dispersion[113]. The 
particles then pass through a laser beam which has been broadened with spatial 
filters in order to increase the interaction with a maximum amount of particles. The 
particles scatter the incident beam onto a Fourier lens which focusses the light onto 
a detector (Figure 3.10). This detector uses the Frahnhofer diffraction equation [16] 
(see below) to give a particle size distribution. W2Lλ ≪ 1 
Where W is the aperture size, L is the distance from the aperture and λ is the 
wavelength. The method of dispersion is of great importance when determining the 
size of nanoparticles as the particles tends to cluster together in a mass which 
changes the distribution curve.  
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 Figure 3.10 - Schematic diagram of the laser particle analyser 
 
Figure 3.11 - Horiba LA-920 Laser Particle Size Distribution Analyser 
 
3.5.1 Sample Preparation 
A 0.1g sample of phosphor was ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol to create a weak 
solution. The solution was then transferred to the analyser and ultra-sonicated 
again. The program was then set and the solution passed through the laser and a 
spectrum of the particle size was output. 
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3.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
For the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images, the microscope used was 
a JEOL JEM 2000 FX. The layout of a TEM is much like an optical microscope. At the 
top of the vacuum chamber sits a high voltage electron gun which generates a 
beam of electrons down the column through the sample. As it travels the electrons 
pass through a series of lenses which focus the beam through the sample and onto 
a phosphor screen below. The lenses can be used to change the image.  
 
3.6.1 The Electron Gun 
The electron gun is made up of lanthanum hexa-boride filament which can be 
operated at up to 200kV. The filament is superheated by an electric current to 
higher than the materials work function (around 2.5eV). The crystal then emits 
electrons which have a Boltzmann energy distribution. These then need to be 
focussed into a tight beam and then sent down the column towards the sample. 
 
3.6.2 The Lenses and Apertures 
The first of the electromagnetic lens (Figure 3.12) the beam passes though is the 
condenser lens. This lens determines the spot size of the beam on the sample. The 
beam then travels through the condenser aperture which condenses and maintains 
the beam at a certain size. The beam then travels through the sample and then hits 
the objective lens which magnifies and focuses the image. The beam then goes 
through the objective aperture which controls the contrast of the image and finally 
through the projector lenses which then increase the magnification further. The 
beam then hits a phosphor screen or electronic detector which then lets a user 
view their sample. 
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Figure 3.13 - JEOL JEM-2000FX Transmission Electron Microscope 
Figure 3.12 - TEM lens diagram 
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 3.6.3 Sample preparation 
A very small sample of the phosphor was added to an amount of isopropyl alcohol 
(IPA). This was then ultra-sonicated for 10 minutes to fully disperse the phosphor in 
the alcohol. A drop of solution was then added to a carbon coated copper grid and 
left to dry in an oven. Once the sample was dry it was transferred to a sample probe 
and inserted into the microscope. 
3.7 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
All Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images were taken using a Zeiss Supra 
35VP. The working of an SEM is very much like the top half of a TEM. A beam from a 
field emission electron gun passes through a set of lens and apertures and then hits 
the sample. The beam knocks an electron from the surface of a sample which is 
then detected by a secondary electron detector inside the sample chamber. There 
is also an X-ray detector for the detection of X-rays for Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
(EDX) analysis. 
 
Figure 3.14 - ZEISS SUPRA 35 VP Scanning Electron Microscope 
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 3.7.1 Sample preparation 
For uncoated phosphor powders a small sample was added to isopropyl alcohol 
(IPA) and ultra-sonicated for ten minutes to fully disperse the powder. An 
aluminium stub was also sanded to a smooth and shiny surface and fully cleaned to 
remove any contamination with ethanol. A drop of the IPA solution was added to 
the stub which was then left to dry for 10 minutes in an oven to give a thin 
phosphor layer. The sample was then ready for analysis.  
For coated and modified samples the powders were again dispersed in IPA and 
after ultra-sonication a drop was added to a smoothed cleaned aluminium stub. 
Due to the insulating effect of the silica coating the stub was then placed into a 
sputter coater and coated with gold. This was then transferred to the stage ready 
for analysis. 
To view the phosphor dusted fingerprints, a silicon wafer was cut up and attached 
to an aluminium stub with carbon adhesive tape. A fingerprint was then placed on 
the wafer after the finger was washed with ethanol. The wafer was then dusted 
with the phosphor powder and then excess removed before being placed on the 
stage ready for observation. 
 
The results of the studies on the materials explained in this chapter will be reported 
and discussed in the next chapters. 
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Chapter 4 – Luminescent Studies of 
RE Doped Phosphors 
4.1 Introduction 
For years these rare earth doped phosphors have been used in display technologies 
and their properties are well recorded [6, 86, 114-128]. These nanophosphors have 
not been used as a dusting powder before and because of this a few different 
versions were produced using different synthesis methods and rare earth element 
dopants. These have been previously reported in Chapter 2 and will be analysed 
and the coatings and modifications presented. To be used as a fingerprint powder 
the phosphors need to be produced at a uniform shape and size. If the particles 
differ in either of these values then the detail in the developed print might not be 
easily distinguished. The synthesis routes also need to be easy to upscale to 
produce large amounts of the phosphor. Likewise the coating and modification 
process needs to give a thin even coating which will not quench the fluorescence. 
4.2 Analysis of Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb phosphors 
Y2O3:Eu phosphors were first synthesised by the homogeneous precipitation 
method. The hydroxycarbonate precursor particles precipitated out of solution and 
were then sintered at 1000oC for 6 hours to produce the phosphor. The particles 
were analysed by SEM and shown to have a uniform spherical structure of 
approximately 250-300nm as shown in Figure 4.1. It was observed that after the 
sintering process had finished the particles had formed large clusters. To try and 
break these apart into smaller clusters or single particles the powder was dispersed 
in ethanol and vibrated in an ultrasonic bath. The particles were then analysed on 
the laser particle analyser to examine whether the vibrational effect of the 
ultrasonic bath had any effect. 
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 Figure 4.1 - SEM of Y2O3:Eu particles 
 
Figure 4.2 displays the results from after the ultrasonic test took place. The LPA 
showed a median particle size of around 4-5µm. At close to 100 µm an anomalous 
reading was noted but this was not noted in further studies with the particles.  To 
try and improve on the size the sample was replaced in the ultrasonic bath and 
subjected to further vibration. After further analysis no further breaking of the 
agglomeration was noted. 
 
Figure 4.2 - LPA of Y2O3:Eu particles synthesised by homogeneous precipitation 
 
Particles of Y2O3:Tb were also synthesised using the routes shown in 2.3.3. Using 
SEM and the laser particle analyser the particles were found to be approximately 
250-300nm as shown in Figure 4.3 and had a particle distribution relatively similar 
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to that of the Y2O3:Eu particles of around 4µm after ultra-sonication. Techniques to 
reduce the clustering effects of the particles were examined to improve the 
definition detail for when the powder is dusted on a latent fingerprint. These are 
described later in Chapter 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.3 - SEM of Y2O3:Tb particles synthesised by homogenous precipitation 
 
Phosphors of Y2O3:Tb were also synthesised using the solid state method presented 
in 2.2.2. These particles were found to have much larger and less uniform structure 
as presented in Figure 4.4. Due to the non-uniformity the particles were shown to 
be over 2µm in diameter but these particles agglomerated into much larger clusters 
of over 10µm in size. Dispersing the powder in ethanol and vibrating in an 
ultrasonic bath did help break apart the agglomerations, but wasn’t able to modify 
the size distribution due to the high number of 10µm+ particles. These solid state 
particles were broken down in a pestle and mortar to try to reduce to the particle 
size further but the size distribution was approximately the same after this period. 
These particles weren’t taken forward to be used as a dusting powder because the 
sheer size differences between the particle clusters would severely reduce any 
detail or definition in the fingerprints dusted with this new powder. This would 
make it harder to distinguish any relevant features when making a comparison.   
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 Figure 4.4 - SEM of Y2O3:Tb synthesised by solid state synthesis 
 
Particles of Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were analysed on the Bentham photoluminescent 
spectrometer. The results shown in Figure 4.5 show a maximum emission point of 
611nm with an excitation wavelength of 254nm. The paper by Silver et al [118] 
concurred with this result giving a “very very strong” emission at 611.1nm. This 
emission is due to the electric dipole transition of 5D0→7F2.  
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Figure 4.5 - Luminescent spectra of Y2O3:Eu phosphors 
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Y2O3:Tb phosphors showed a maximum emission point of 545nm with an excitation 
of 273nm (Figure 4.6) The main emission transitions are the 5D47FJ (J= 6, 5, 4, 3) 
due to the electric dipole transition of the Tb3+ ions at 5D47F6 (490nm), 5D47F5 
(545nm), 5D47F4 (587nm), 5D47F3 (619nm) with the 5D47F5 being the most 
intense all which were confirmed by Cho et al[129] and Muenchausen et al[130]. 
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Figure 4.6 - Luminescent spectra of Y2O3:Tb phosphors 
4.3 Analysis of YVO4:Eu phosphors 
YVO4:Eu was synthesised using homogeneous and solid state methods. Both 
methods were picked to examine the differences between phosphors created using 
each technique. The first set of particles were synthesised by the solid state 
method. These particles were shown to be non-uniform and extremely varied in 
size. The SEM image in Figure 4.7 shows the differences in the sizes of the 
phosphors range from 2µm to over 20µm.   
These sizes were confirmed by the laser particle analyser shown in Figure 4.8 as 
well as showing the particles cluster to create agglomerations of over 100 µm. 
These large particles weren’t taken forward for testing on latent fingerprints as all 
definition would be lost in the print using a large powder.  
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Figure 4.7 - SEM of YVO4:Eu synthesised by solid state process 
 
 
Figure 4.8 - Laser particle analysis of YVO4:Eu particles 
 
The particles created using the homogeneous precipitation method (Figure 4.9) 
showed a much smaller particle size than using the solid state synthesis method. 
Figure 4.9 demonstrates the particle size ranges between 1-2 µm but does also 
display the size of the agglomerations synthesised using this technique. Figure 4.10 
displays an EDX spectra of the YVO4:Eu particles which is also confirmed by Xiu et al 
[131]. 
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 Figure 4.9 - SEM image of YVO4:Eu synthesised by homogeneous precipitation 
 
 
Figure 4.10 - EDX spectrum of YVO4:Eu 
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4.4 Analysis of Y2O2S:Eu and Y2O2S:Tb 
Particles of Y2O2S:Eu and Y2O2S:Tb were synthesised using the homogeneous 
precipitation method shown in 2.3.4 and prepared previously by this department 
[132]. The hydroxycarbonate precursors produced in 2.3.3 were firstly mixed with 
sodium carbonate and sulphur before being transferred into a crucible.  A top layer 
of material was then added using molar ratios of yttria, sodium carbonate and 
sulphur to create a seal and not allow oxygen into the mixture. This was then 
sintered at 1000oC for 6 hours. After firing the top layer was removed and the 
bottom layer was boiled in DI water for 20 minutes. The soft white phosphor 
powder was subsequently dried and analysed.  
The particles of Y2O2S:Tb (Figure 4.11) displayed a small but non-uniform shape and 
size between 50-300nm. The particles were also shown to be rather agglomerated 
even after multiple sessions in an ultra-sonic bath. An EDX analysis (Figure 4.12) of 
Y2O2S:Tb phosphors demonstrates correct elemental composition as identified by 
Giakoumakis et al[133] but also includes an aluminium peak due to the composition 
of the stub used for the analysis. 
Y2O2S:Tb and Y2O2S:Eu were analysed using the Bentham photoluminescent 
spectrometer and the emission and excitation spectra are shown in  
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 respectively. The spectra were compared and confirmed 
against the work of multiple sources[86, 129, 133-141]. The main emission peak in 
the Y2O2S:Eu was observed to be at 625nm due to the 5D0 7F2 transition[129]. The 
main emission peak for the synthesised Y2O2S:Tb phosphors was observed at 
550nm due to the 5D47F5 transition[140]. 
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 Figure 4.11 - SEM image of Y2O2S:Tb 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 - EDX Analysis of Y2O2S:Tb 
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Figure 4.13 - Luminescent spectrum of Y2O2S:Tb 
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Figure 4.14 - Luminescent spectrum of Y2O2S:Eu 
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4.5 Coating Analysis 
The coating of phosphors in SiO2 served two purposes. The first was to minimise the 
agglomeration during the firing process. The phosphor precursors were coated with 
silica before being fired and then subsequently etched. The etching process was 
carried out using concentrated NaOH to break apart particles which may have fused 
together. It also allowed for the phosphor to be easily modified with other 
compounds by bonding them to the silica on the surface. To this end, two different 
methods were chosen to be studied. The first was a modified version of the Stöber 
method[142-147] in which an intermediate group of the ethoxy groups of 
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) dispersed in water with ethanol was created, 
catalysed by the ammonia (Figure 4.15). Immediately following this a condensation 
reaction takes place either between an ethoxy group of another TEOS molecule or 
by the hydroxyl group of another intermediate to form the SiO2 which encapsulates 
the phosphor. The quantities of ammonia and H2O were adjusted to ensure a good 
coating was achieved.  
 
Si(OC2H5)4 + xH2O → Si(OC2H5)4−x (OH)x + xC2H5OH Si(OC2H5)4−x (OH)x + OH− Si → Si − O − Si + C2H5OH 
Or Si − OH + HO − Si → Si− O − Si + H2O 
Figure 4.15 - SiO2 condensation reaction 
 
The use of LUDOX, a Sigma Aldrich colloidal silica dispersion, to coat the particles 
was carried out to analyse a possible faster and more straightforward coating 
process. The addition of the colloidal LUDOX to the dispersed particles creates a 
heterocoagulation reaction allowing the silica to be adsorbed electrically onto the 
phosphor surface. 
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The differences between particles coated with LUDOX and TEOS was very 
noticeable. LUDOX coated particles were found to not be uniformly coated with 
silica but were covered in nanosized silica spherical balls as shown in Figure 4.17 
which, even after many washes, still remained due to the bonding to the surface 
layers. Although this structure was not as uniform as anticipated, the particles were 
fired and then etched to assess the agglomeration reduction potential.  The Stöber 
processed particles were found to show a much more uniform coating on the 
surface which could be modified in diameter depending on the quantities of the 
reactants used. A coating width of approximately 100nm (Figure 4.18) was created 
and chosen for subsequent experiments. After imaging of the coated phosphors 
was completed an EDX elemental spectra was acquired of a Y2O3:Eu phosphor 
coated using the Stöber process (Figure 4.16). This analysis was compared to the 
work of Abe et al[148] and presented the Y, O and Eu peaks of the phosphor along 
with the Si of the coating and an Al peak from the stub used to hold the phosphor. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 - EDX of silica coated Y2O3:Eu particles 
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 Figure 4.17 - LUDOX coated Y2O3:Eu particles 
 
 
Figure 4.18 - SEM image of TEOS coated Y2O3:Eu particles 
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4.6 Etching of SiO2 Coating 
Etching studies using NaOH were performed to try and decrease the SiO2 around 
the particles to reduce the quenching effect. Although many methods are available 
for etching of the silica[149-154] The NaOH method was chosen due it being the 
easiest to upscale. The methods are well documented by others[99]. They were 
performed to try and break down agglomerates that may have formed during the 
firing process as well as to allow for maximum luminescence from the 
phosphor[155].  
The etching process was carried out using the method described in 2.6 by 
dispersing the particles in a concentrated solution of NaOH (4M). The samples were 
left stirring in NaOH for 24 hours and after centrifuging were imaged by SEM. The 
process was then continued until the silica shells were thinner and the excess silica 
particles were etched away.  
The etching of the LUDOX coated particles occurred much faster than the TEOS 
coated and to a much greater extent. 24 hours after etching showed a small change 
in the spherical silica spheres around the particles (Figure 4.19). After 48 hours 
there had been a dramatic change in the coating as well as with the excess 
particles. The particles showed a removal of the coating and with subsequent 
analysis the LUDOX process was found to give a non-uniform coating once the 
excess particles had been removed. Due to this the LUDOX coating process was not 
used when testing the phosphors on fingerprints. 
                     
Figure 4.19 - LUDOX coated Y2O3:Eu after 24 hours (l) and 48 hours (r) 
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The TEOS samples showed a much more stable etching. After 24 hours the coating 
had reduced in size by a small amount and there was an increase in quantity of 
single particles on the stub. Figure 4.20 shows that although some of the coatings 
were still in the range of 100nm more single particles were noticeable under the 
microscope. After leaving the etching process for another day the coatings were 
down to approximately 60nm in width and there were many more free particles in 
the solution (Figure 4.21). 
A sample of pre etched and post etched TEOS coated particles were analysed to 
examine the difference the etching process has on the agglomeration of particles 
using the laser particle analyser. Figure 4.22 illustrates that the coating of the 
particles firstly increases the agglomeration compared with a completely uncoated 
surface shown earlier (Figure 4.2).  Once etching has taken place further analysis 
(Figure 4.23) demonstrates a decrease in size of these clusters to levels around an 
uncoated phosphor sample.  
These studies show a success in the etching process to reduce the coating of the 
phosphors as well as keeping the level of agglomeration to a level consistent with 
an uncoated phosphor powder. 
 
Figure 4.20 - TEM micrograph of TEOS coated particles after 24 hours 
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 Figure 4.21 - SEM micrograph of TEOS coated particle after 48 hours 
 
Figure 4.22 - Laser particle analysis of Y2O3:Eu before etching 
 
Figure 4.23 - Laser particle analysis of Y2O3:Eu after etching 
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4.7  Luminescence Intensity of Coated Phosphors 
The luminescence potential of the particles was analysed using the Bentham 
spectrometer to examine whether the coating of the particles had any effect on the 
luminescent intensity. The samples were tested at an excitation wavelength of 
254nm. To allow slight quantification when comparing the three samples; 0.1g of 
each phosphor sample was measured out and flattened into a small aluminium 
disks. These samples consisted of an uncoated, coated and etched quantity of 
Y2O3:Eu particles. Figure 4.24 showed that the coated phosphor still gave an intense 
emission at 612nmn and that the etching of the particles increased the intensity to 
levels on par with the uncoated phosphor.  
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Figure 4.24 - Comparison of luminescent intensity of Y2O3:Eu 
4.8 Modifications of Coated Phosphors with Functional 
Groups 
The modification of the coated and etched phosphor particles were carried out 
using the methods shown in section 2.5. The modifications were included to allow 
testing of whether functional groups have an effect on adherence to latent 
fingerprints.  
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4.8.1 (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane modified phosphors 
The coated phosphors were dispersed in ethanol and a quantity of APTMS added to 
the solution and this was then left stirring for 48 hours. The APTMS hydrolysed in 
the solution and condensation reaction with the SiO2 took place adding an 
aminopropyl silane to the surface of the coated phosphor as shown in section 
2.5.1[156, 157].  
The solution was washed and centrifuged multiple times with the resulting particles 
analysed for the presence of the modification. The powders were analysed using 
Raman spectroscopy.  
Figure 4.25 shows the Raman spectra of the uncoated phosphor and APTMS 
modified silica coated phosphor taken with an excitation wavelength of 632nm. A 
strong Raman band at 377 cm-1 appears due to the cubic phase of Y2O3:Eu, along 
with emission bands due to Eu3+ in the 600-2500 cm-1 region. The APTMS modified 
silica coated phosphor exhibits a broad Raman band due to C-H stretching 
vibrations in the 2800-3000 cm-1 region that is not evident in the uncoated 
phosphor. These bands have been increased in intensity to show the difference 
between the two powders.  
 
Figure 4.25 - Raman spectrum of Y2O3:Eu (a) and Y2O3:Eu with APTMS (b) 
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4.8.2 Triethoxy(octyl)silane modified phosphors 
The modification of the silica surface with triethoxy(octyl)silane allowed for the 
addition of long chained hydrocarbons (LCH) as shown in section 2.5.2. It was 
hypothesised that modifications to the phosphor with these compounds would 
allow for the particles to enhance the appearance of older prints as well as more 
sebaceous fingerprints due to the increase of oils.   
The silica coated particles were dispersed in ethanol and a quantity of 
triethoxy(octyl)silane was added to the solution. The resulting reaction like 4.8.1 
was a condensation polymerisation at the surface. The solution was set stirring and 
samples were removed from the solution every 24 hours. These samples were 
washed and centrifuged multiple times to clean the phosphor sample.  
The samples were then analysed by IR spectroscopy to show how the surface 
modification changed over time. Over time there was a gradual increase in the 
bands between 2800cm-1 and 3000cm-1 which is due to an alkyl absorption[156, 
157]. As Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show, there is an increase in the alkyl band up 
to a coating time of 96 hours when the surface is either saturated with alkyl groups 
or there was no more APTMS left in solution.  
The majority of this work was published for the International Conference on Raman 
Spectroscopy in 2010. The full abstract and poster is presented in Appendix A Part 
3.  
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Figure 4.26 - IR spectra of modified Y2O3:Eu particles over time 
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Figure 4.27 - Increase in the alkyl absorption band over time 
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Chapter 5 – Latent Fingerprint 
Analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
To determine the ability of a phosphor powder to adhere to a latent fingerprint, 
tests were carried out using three commercial dusting powders. From the images 
and spectra obtained in Chapter 4 the Y2O3 phosphors were chosen to continue 
with the fingerprinting examinations. This was due to the fast synthesis, 
comparable size of particles to the commercial fingerprinting powders and the 
intensity of the luminescence.  The two commercial powders that were used for 
comparison are aluminium and a magnetic bichromate powder shown in Figure 5.1.  
                        
 
These powders were tested on a depletion series and compared with the phosphor 
powder.  The phosphor and aluminium powders were dusted on the surface using a 
standard squirrel hair brush while the magnetic bichromate powder was brushed 
using a magnetic wand. A depletion series is made of 20 latent prints that are 
created one after another on a surface. This creates a set of prints with each having 
less residue deposited on the surface than the one before. As objects are touched 
the sweat does not get replaced quickly and therefore each placed fingerprint will 
have less material in it. Using this set of prints gives a good indication of how a 
Figure 5.1 - SEM of Al powder (L) TEM of bichromate powder (R) 
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specific powder will function in a real world environment where the fingerprint left 
by a suspect may not always be fresh[158]. 
5.2 Depletion Series 
Two sets of depletion series were created on a glass sheet to test the main different 
compositions. For the eccrine series, a finger was first washed in water and then 
ethanol to clean it of all oily impurities. A set of 20 prints were then made on the 
glass. For the sebaceous series, the print was cleaned as above then rubbed on the 
back of the neck and then rolled between fingers to make sure the oil for the 
sebaceous series is fairly distributed around the finger and another series was 
made. Although this is a subjective test a real sebaceous fingerprint would contain 
far more material as the finger wouldn’t have been cleaned beforehand and the oils 
would not have been spread in such a way[159]. This demonstrates that these tests 
would give a much lower result than in a real situation. 
The powders are then dusted onto the surface and analysed to see whether a 
workable print could be lifted. For the eccrine prints the APTMS modified 
phosphors were used due to the hydrophilic nature of their functional groups. The 
LCH modified phosphors were tested on the sebaceous prints. 
 
5.2.1 Eccrine 
The bichromate powder was tested first and showed up on 12 out of the 20 prints. 
Although by the end, of the noticeable prints the powder was almost unnoticeable 
and a lot of the time only a partial print was recognised. The aluminium powder 
gave a better result with a 15 print series and although, like the bichromate 
powder, the powder gave partial prints at the high levels, the parts of the print that 
were covered had a much larger coating. The phosphor dusted prints were able to 
be seen very well up to 13 prints with the naked eye, but with the use of a UV light 
these could be easily seen up to 17 partials.  
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5.2.2 Sebaceous  
The use of LCH modified phosphor powders on the sebaceous depletion series gave 
very encouraging results and all 20 fingerprints were seen when UV light was used. 
The use of the phosphor powder was expected to give a better result due to the 
composition of oils in a fingerprint. The bichromate powder also displayed high 
definition when dusted on to the all 20 of the prints. The aluminium powder started 
off overdeveloping the prints which made them much less useful for analytical 
purposes by removing definition in the pores but after the 10th print the definition 
had improved. Due to the excellent adherence of the sebaceous powders they were 
examined on aged prints. 
5.3 Aged Print Analysis 
A set of fingerprints were placed on glass slides and left at room temperature for 
one month. These prints were then dusted with phosphor powders to determine 
whether the powders would be able to visualise older, more decomposed latent 
fingerprints. 
A fingerprint powder needs to have the capability to work on old prints just as well 
as on new prints. Some crime scenes are only found after a long period of time and 
to make sure that officers have a chance in catching whoever was responsible, the 
powders need to be able to attach to these old prints. When prints are first left on a 
surface they are made up of oils and sweat. As time goes on the moisture slowly 
evaporates leaving behind salts. Due to the nature of the oils they will last for much 
longer, and in the right conditions, they can last for years. To analyse the effect of 
time on the fingerprints, three separate sets were created and placed on glass and 
silicon wafers and then left for three different time periods. The creation of these 
prints were generated in the same way as in 5.2 except to encompass a full print 
rather than a particular composition after washing the finger was left to replenish 
before the prints were made. The prints were also created on silicon wafers for 
easy analysis by SEM after the powder has been deposited. These prints were then 
left in a wooden slide case. Once the time had come to test the print, it was 
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removed from the case and each powder was dusted over the print using a squirrel 
hair brush or magnetic wand. The prints were then photographed in natural light 
and also under 254nm. The samples were also imaged on the SEM. 
 
5.3.1 Minutes old 
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show that the phosphor powder dusted onto the fresh 
prints displayed great adherence. This was expected due to the photos taken of the 
depletion series. After the powder had been dusted on the surface the excess 
powder was removed by use of a small pressurised air can. After the phosphor was 
removed, the photos showed complete coverage of the ridges and the print was 
easily imaged under UV light as shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 - Image of phosphor deposited on new print 
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 Figure 5.3 - SEM image of phosphor deposited on new print 
 
 
Figure 5.4 - Higher mag of phosphor deposition on new print 
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SEM images showed the ridges were covered with phosphor powder and the 
troughs were empty of powder. The aluminium and bichromate powders also gave 
a good adherence to these new prints. The aluminium powder very quickly over-
developed the print which made it become useless for analysis.  
 
Figure 5.5 - Coated fingerprint shown under 254nm UV light 
 
5.3.2 Two weeks old 
The two week old prints were dusted as above (5.3.1). No visible differences were 
noted after the excess powder had been removed. Both natural and UV photos 
showed clear differences between the troughs and ridges. When compared under 
SEM analysis Figure 5.3 showed a much larger concentration of phosphor on the 
surface than Figure 5.6. This was likely due to the evaporation of moisture from the 
fingerprint over the two week period. This can be demonstrated by the visible large 
crystals that had appeared in the print. After EDX analysis (Figure 5.10) these were 
found to be composed of sodium, calcium and chlorine. Comparison of Liu et al 
[160] identified the same Na and Cl peaks in NaCl at 1.0 and 2.6keV respectively 
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 Figure 5.6 - SEM image of phosphor deposited on two week old print 
When two week old prints were tested with the aluminium and bichromate 
powders they again showed a relatively good adherence to the print when imaged 
with the naked eye. The bichromate powder was the stronger of the two at this 
stage as the aluminium powder was again shown to overdevelop the fingerprint 
(Figure 5.11) leading to a reduction in the definition. Figure 5.8  shows the 
bichromate and phosphor powders side by side to give an indication of the coating 
ability on a two week old print. Figure 5.9 shows the ability of graphite and the 
phosphor powder to adhere to a fingerprint after two weeks. The graphite powder 
is much more difficult to observe over this timeframe. 
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 Figure 5.7 - Higher mag SEM image of phosphor deposited two week old print 
 
Figure 5.8 - Built image of bichromate powder (L) and phosphor powder (R) 
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 Figure 5.9 - Built image of graphite powder (L) and phosphor powder (R) 
 
Figure 5.10 - EDX Analysis of NaCl crystals from fingerprint 
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 Figure 5.11 - Aluminium powder dusted onto 2 week old print 
 
5.3.3 Two years old 
Before the dusting analysis took place, the two year old print looked different to 
the naked eye. After dusting the powders the phosphor showed a much lower 
adhesion rate than in the previous two tests as with the naked eye. Although the 
ridges were still noticed under natural and UV light when analysed in the SEM, the 
image showed many fewer phosphor particles than in previous tests. There were 
also noticeable brush strokes in the print due to the lower levels of oils for the 
phosphor to adhere too as can be shown in Figure 5.12. 
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 Figure 5.12 - Phosphor dusted two year old print showing brush strokes 
 
At this stage the aluminium powder showed no adherence and even when imaged 
under SEM showed particles randomly clustered on the surface. The bichromate 
powder did show some adherence but then was very light and it was very hard to 
identify any features in the print. Under SEM the bichromate powder could be seen 
attached to the ridges of the print. 
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 Figure 5.13 - Noticeable brush strokes on two year old print 
5.4 Processing of Phosphor Dusted Fingerprints 
The use of phosphor powders have shown to be very effective against aged and 
minimised prints but the use of red emission phosphors may be harder for 
fingerprint software to analyse. This was assessed by editing the fingerprint using 
image editing software ImageJ[14]. The image was firstly split into the RGB colour 
channels (Figure 5.15). The green image had its colours inverted (Figure 5.16) and 
finally was made into a binary image to change it to a more recognised image which 
could then be searched through on a fingerprint database (Figure 5.17). A side by 
side view can be seen in Figure 5.18 showing how the definition in the print has 
been retained. Figure 5.19 shows a magnified view of the pore structure identified 
from the newly masked image. 
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 Figure 5.14 - Phosphor dusted fingerprint 
 
 
Figure 5.15 - RGB colour channels of dusted image 
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 Figure 5.16 - Green colour channel with colour reversed 
 
 
Figure 5.17 - Binary image of dusted fingerprint showing ridge detail 
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 Figure 5.18 - Effects of fingerprint post production 
 
 
Figure 5.19 - Ridge detail in produced print 
 
Although this should allow for a better identification using the IDENT1 searchable 
fingerprint database the final confirmation should always be carried out by a 
fingerprint examiner to remove all doubt about the possibility of a technological 
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mistake [15, 18, 19]. This already takes place as part of the detection and 
classification procedure by Thames Valley Police as well as most other forces[161, 
162]. 
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Chapter 6 – Project Discussion  
6.1 Introduction 
Although nanophosphors have been shown to suitably operate as a fingerprinting 
powder, there are positives and negatives for using them as a technique in a 'scene 
of crime' setting.  Each of these will be discussed in this chapter. 
 
6.2 Positive Uses of Nanophosphors for Fingerprinting 
The size of the nanopowders synthesised allowed for a good coverage of latent 
fingerprints. The phosphors were comparable in size to the commercial bichromate 
powders but showed a better adherence to the prints than both other tested 
powders.  
The synthesis method of homogeneous precipitation as well as the modified Stöber 
process used to coat the phosphors allows for a fast batch production process 
which can easily be scaled up to make large quantities of these phosphors. Only 
small amounts of the phosphor were needed to develop a workable fingerprint 
which makes the process more economical. Due to both processes being “wet 
chemistry” processes this reduces the health risk up the final firing process of the 
particles.  
The ability to coat the phosphors allows for multiple useful applications. Firstly the 
coatings can allow for the particles to be more easily dispersed in different liquids 
which can change the use of the particles from a dusting technique to a dip coating 
technique. Secondly, and carrying on from the primary example, is that the coated 
particles can be modified (as shown in 2.5) to attach various compounds to the 
surface which can add additional benefits to the powders. The addition of drug 
antibodies to the powder along with dispersion in a carrier liquid can allow for a 
previously captured print to be tested for the presence of a certain drug. This 
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process would work well using a different doped phosphor to allow for a colour 
change on the print.  
The ability of the phosphor powder once modified to adhere to older prints allows 
for a greater advantage in increasing the definition and the likelihood of a match. 
Although most scenes are found at a relatively early stage i.e. days to weeks there 
have been times when a scene is found after longer periods of time i.e months to 
years. At these times evidence can be rare and so any process that allows for a 
better chance of finding fingerprints is in demand. The coated phosphors were 
shown to have the ability to allow for higher definitions even after two years. The 
prints were kept in a wooden environment and so were not subject to 
environmental issues which could come about but the ability to get anything from a 
print after that length of time in other commercial processes is low. 
The main product on the market which uses a fluorescent component to allow the 
prints to be visualised under UV light is a CdSe quantum dot process[78, 163-167]. 
The cost and health implications of using this process make nanophosphor powders 
a much less hazardous option in the areas in which they will be used. The very small 
size of the QD's has already raised issues, plus their constituents can cause concern. 
For the scene of crime officers who would be using the powders in the field, there 
would be no need for any extra training as the use of these particles would be 
similar to the other latent fingerprint powders. The forensic specialist whose job it 
is to try and identify the fingerprint would only need a small amount of training on 
some relevant software to allow for the images to be converted into a black and 
white image, to be used in identification software.  
6.3 Possible Issues in Using Phosphor Powders  
The first major concern with using nanophosphors for dusting purposes is the 
material cost. Whereas the host lattice components are relatively cheap, the cost of 
the rare earth metals dopant is significantly more expensive, and is expected to 
remain so for the foreseeable future, principally due to the high usage of the 
compounds for creation of high definition displays. Although there has been 
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significant development of natural resources across the world, the principal 
supplier is still China, and as such they control a significant proportion of the world 
supply. 
The impact and significance of the European Union’s assessment of the risks 
associated with Nanomaterials needs also to be addressed. This in turn drives the 
REACH legislation (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of 
Chemicals) which not only limits the potential use of certain Nanomaterials, but can 
also limit their availability. 
As mentioned in 6.2 the health implications for the production of the phosphors are 
low due to the wet chemistry process in which the nanoparticles are formed. Most 
of the dusting of latent fingerprints is carried out in open areas and as other 
powders of comparable sizes are already in use the examiners should not be at any 
more risk, and indeed are already trained in the use of equivalent materials. That 
said, the implications of using the powders for dusting in enclosed areas have not 
been researched and would need to be examined before the powders could be 
used on a large scale. 
Storage of the particles is another issue that arises with using coated phosphors as 
a dusting powder. The use of a silica coating to allow for greater adherence to 
aqueous prints means that any moisture that penetrated through the storage 
medium (jar, sealed packet etc) could increase the particle agglomeration and 
therefore either make the powder less effective at adhering to the print or creating 
such large groups of particles that all definition is lost in the dusting process. The 
implication is that either the materials would be supplied as single shot disposable 
sachets, where unused materials were discarded, or further work would need to be 
done to develop additional coatings or modified coatings so as to reduce the effect 
of moisture[168, 169]. 
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6.4 Future Improvements 
Having finished the project and after processing through the data along with 
spending the last two years working in an industrial setting, it can be concluded 
that there are a number of extra ideas and analytical details which could be 
developed to add to the results gained so far to make the project tighter, more 
relevant to operational requirements and with a higher level of validation for future 
exploitation.   
Having taken luminescent spectra of some of the main phosphors used in the study 
it would have been preferred to have taken more to allow for a baseline when 
working on the coating experiments. This would have allowed for a more detailed 
analysis of the luminescent properties before and after the coating process. This 
would have led to a faster focus on which phosphors would have been the best test 
subjects for the continued trials. 
Seeing that the phosphor powder worked well on a two year old latent print if more 
samples had been created a better look at the process could have been completed. 
At the start of the project the chance of the powders being able to adhere to two 
year old prints was negligible so only a single sample of prints were left. This gives a 
chance for a larger study to be carried out on more prints of different ages as well 
as to see whether different subjects fingerprint compositions make for better or 
worse adherence over long timeframes.  
For example, PhD theses could have been examined and any external fingerprint 
assessed, these are not regularly studied, details of when they are released from 
the library can be ascertained and the fingerprints potentially matched to the 
borrower if they were still present within the university system. 
The phosphors created for the study were all in the range of 150-200nm diameter. 
Changing the size of these particles to understand whether smaller or larger 
particles give better definition would allow for the process to be refined. Changing 
the concentration of the dopant in the phosphor would allow for the possible 
reduction in the overall cost of the process when upscaling to large production. 
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Spending longer on sample preparation for examining the particles under SEM and 
TEM would have given better ideas of the agglomeration and also would have given 
better focused images for analysis. These techniques along with capturing more 
images at different magnifications would have given better examples.  
The use of commercial grade fingerprinting powders was helpful in the comparison 
between the phosphor powders. The one test which would have been useful to 
have carried out would have been the analysis of the captured fingerprints in the 
UK’s IDENT1 system. This system is the central database for the UK crime agencies 
to search and identify fingerprints. Unfortunately the use of this system for 
research purposes was not possible in the timeframe. This would have given a good 
impression as to whether the technique would be viable. This would also have 
allowed for an analysis in whether the captured images would need to be 
processed or whether the system would be able to handle the fluorescent im45age. 
More in depth analysis of the phosphors using techniques such as XRD would have 
given a fuller story as to the reactions of the modifications on the surface as well as 
whether any changes between the SiO2 and host lattice during the firing process.  
Finally due to the ease of use of the magnetic bichromate powders a powder could 
be produced with a magnetic core covered by a phosphor shell. This would allow 
the powder to be dusted on the surface using a magnetic wand and any particles 
not adhering to the print could be easily removed with the wand after deposition 
which would make for less powder waste. 
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Improving the detection of latent fingerprints using phosphor 
nanopowders
Alexander Reip, Jack Silver, Robert Withnall
Wolfson Centre, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UB8 3PH, UK
1. Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasing employed  in forensic science for the detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new 
aluminium nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try increase and enhance areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of crime. 
Many of these  are not viable to use in conditions other than in a lab due to the harmful effects they can cause over long term use. 
Past research1 has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing the detection of fingerprints and that work has been built upon to 
improve the powders ability to adhere to the fingerprint by modifying the surface of the phosphor while making sure the modifications do not hinder the 
fluorescent ability of the phosphor.  
2. Experimental
The two phosphors Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were used due to their excitation wavelength of 254nm and differing emission wavelengths (612nm for 
Europium and 543nm for Terbium). Both were synthesised using the homogeneous precipitation method and then fired in a furnace for six hours at 800oC.
The resulting phosphors were then coated with silica using a modified version of the Stöber method 2 and then from this stage the surface of the silica was 
etched to lower the coating width and finally modified using various techniques. 
To ensure consistency in the results the prints were taken from one donor. The finger was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in air for ten minutes 
without contact. These eccrine prints were then placed on cleaned glass slides. To create sebaceous prints the same method was used except after the 
drying period the finger was rubbed on the back of the neck and then between the fingers before being placed onto the glass slide.  To observe the 
differences in the ageing of fingerprints some samples were left for two weeks in the dark in a slide tray.
References 
1 Mi Jung Choi et al (2008). “Metal-containing nanoparticles and nano-structured particles 
in fingermark detection.” Forensic Science International 179 (2-3): 87-97
2 Stöber. W, Fink. A and Bohn E (1968) “Controlled growth of monodisperse silica spheres 
in the micron size range.” J. Colloid Interf. Sci. 26: 62-69
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Figure 1 – SEM of Y2O3:Eu 
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4. Future Work
The powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of latent fingerprints. The next 
work that will be carried out is to see whether more information can be developed from the 
fingerprint.  These tests include modifying coated phosphors with drug antibodies so areas can be 
dusted for fingerprints that could have traces of drugs on them and also looking at the treated print 
under Raman spectroscopy to see whether other compounds can be detected such as explosive 
residues.
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Figure 3 – TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Tb
Figure 2 – Emission spectra at an excitation of 254nm
3. Results and discussion
The silica coated Y2O3:Tb was modified with a triethoxy(octyl)silane (TMOS). This gave the 
phosphor a long chained hydrocarbon tail which was found to increase the attachment to the more 
oil based sebaceous fingerprints. The silica coated Y2O3:Eu was found to have a high attachment to 
the more aqueous based eccrine fingerprints and so this was used without modification. Using both 
phosphors on a 15 stage depletion series showed that they are able to adhere to even very dry 
fingerprints. 
When tested on two week old and newly created fingerprints the purely silica coated phosphors 
adhered primarily to newer prints whereas the TMOS modified phosphor adhered to the more aged 
prints due to the lack of decomposition and lack of evaporation of the oils. The newer prints 
contained more aqueous salts and sweat so were a much better surface for the silica coated 
phosphors.
Figure 4 – Dusted prints Y2O3:Eu (left ) and Y2O3:Tb (right)
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1. Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasing employed  in forensic science for the detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new 
aluminium nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try increase and enhance areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of crime. 
Many of these  are not viable to use in conditions other than in a lab due to the harmful effects they can cause.
Past research1 has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing the detection of fingerprints and that work has been built upon to 
improve the powders ability to attach to the fingerprint by modifying the surface of the phosphor while making sure the modifications do not hinder the 
fluorescent ability of the phosphor.  
2. Experimental
The two phosphors Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were used due to their excitation wavelength of 254nm and differing emission wavelengths (612nm for Eu and 
543nm for Tb). Both were synthesised using the homogeneous precipitation method and then fired in a furnace for six hours at 800oC. The resulting 
phosphors were then coated with silica using a modified version of the Stöber method 2 and then from this stage the surface of the silica was modified using 
various techniques. 
To ensure consistency in the results the prints were taken from one donor. The finger was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in air for ten minutes 
without contact. These eccrine prints were then placed on cleaned glass slides. To create sebaceous prints the same method was used except after the 
drying period the finger was rubbed on the back of the neck and then between the fingers before being placed onto the glass slide.  To observe the 
differences in the ageing of fingerprints some samples were left for two weeks in the dark in a slide tray.
References 
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in fingermark detection.” Forensic Science International 179 (2-3): 87-97
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Figure 1 – SEM of Y2O3:Eu 
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4. Future Work
The powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of latent fingerprints. The next 
work that will be carried out is to see whether more information can be developed from the print 
after it has been located with the powder.  These tests include drug  particle detection  using  
Raman spectroscopy, more tests on much older fingerprints and  also the testing of fingerprints 
placed on different substrates.
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Figure 3 – TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Tb
Figure 2 – Emission spectra at an excitation of 254nm
3. Results and discussion
The silica coated phosphors were modified with different silanes which would help the adhesion 
to the fingerprint. Each phosphor was then tested on prints that had been left for different lengths of 
time. Of all the silanes tested the best results came from a APTES modified silane which had been 
reacted with succinic anhydride to give a carboxylic end and a long chain hydrocarbon silane 
(TMOS). 
The carboxylate adhered primarily to newer prints whereas the TMOS modified phosphor 
adhered to the more aged and sebaceous prints. As the older prints will have had more time in the 
air there would be more evaporation and decomposition of the ions and metabolites and more 
hydrocarbons and oil residue would be left which the TMOS phosphor would preferably adhere to. 
Whereas the newer eccrine prints gave a much better result for the carboxylate due to the ions that 
are deposited in the print. 
Figure 4 – Y2O3:Eu print taken on glass slide and enhanced image
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INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology is being increasingly employed in forensic science for the 
detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new aluminium 
nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try to increase and enhance 
areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of crime. Many of these are not 
viable to use in conditions other than in a laboratory due to the harmful effects they 
can cause.
Past research has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing 
the detection of fingerprints [1] and that work has been built upon by us to improve 
the powders’ affinities for fingerprints by modifying the surfaces of the phosphors
while making sure the modifications do not hinder the luminescent properties of the 
phosphors (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1.  Reaction scheme for coating the phosphor particles with silica and then functionalizing the 
silica coatings with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS) in order to make the particles 
hydrophilic. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from the Raman spectra of the phosphor and APTMS modified 
silica coated phosphor shown in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively, a strong Raman band 
at 377 cm-1 appears due to the cubic phase of Y2O3:Eu, along with emission bands due 
to Eu3+ in the 600-2500 cm-1 region.   The APTMS modified silica coated phosphor 
exhibits a broad Raman band due to C-H stretching vibrations in the 2800-3000 cm-1
region that is not evident in the phosphor which is not coated with silica.
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FIGURE 2.  Raman and emission spectra of:- (a) Y2O3:Eu phosphor, and (b) Y2O3:Eu phosphor coated 
with silica and functionalized with APTMS.  The exciting wavelength was equal to 632.8 nm.
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1. Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasingly employed in forensic science for the detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new 
aluminium nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try to increase and enhance areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of crime. Many 
of these are not viable to use in conditions other than in a lab due to the harmful effects they can cause.
Past research has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing the detection of fingerprints [1] and that work has been built upon by 
us to improve the powders’ affinities for fingerprints by modifying the surfaces of the phosphors while making sure the modifications do not hinder the luminescent 
properties of the phosphors.  The use of RAMAN spectroscopy has been used to examine whether the modifications on the surface of the phosphor hinder the 
luminescent properties of the phosphor has.
2. Experimental
The two phosphors Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were used due to their excitation 
wavelength of 254 nm and differing emission wavelengths (in the red for Y2O3:Eu 
and in the green for Y2O3:Tb, as shown in Figure 1). Both were synthesised using 
the urea homogeneous precipitation method  [2] and then fired in a furnace for six 
hours at 800oC (SEM of fired powders shown in figure 4) . The resulting phosphors 
were then coated with silica using a modified version of the Stöber method [3] (see 
TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Eu in Figure 2) and then from this stage the surface of 
the silica was modified using various techniques.
The powders were then analysed using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR Raman 
Confocal Microscope under a 633nm laser. 
alexander.reip@brunel.ac.uk   07765 902137
4. Future Work
The powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of latent fingerprints. The next work that will be 
carried out is to see whether more information can be developed from the print after it has been located with the 
powder.  These tests include drug particle detection using Raman spectroscopy, more tests on much older 
fingerprints and also the testing of fingerprints placed on different substrates.
Figure 2 – TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Tb
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Figure 1 – Emission spectra of Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb using an exciting wavelength of 
254 nm
3. Results and discussion
The silica coated phosphors were modified with different silanes which would help the 
adhesion to the fingerprint. Each phosphor was then tested on prints (as shown in Figure 5) that had been left for 
different lengths of time. Of all the silanes tested the best results came from an aminopropyl triethyl silane
(APTES) modified particle which had been reacted with succinic anhydride to give a carboxylic end and a long 
chain hydrocarbon silane (TMOS).
The RAMAN spectra (as shown in figure 3) show the strong Raman band at 377 cm-1
appears due to the cubic phase of Y2O3:Eu, along with emission bands due to Eu3+ in the 600-2500 cm-1 region. 
The APTES modified silica coated phosphor exhibits a broad Raman band due to C-H stretching vibrations in the 
2800-3000 cm-1 region that is not evident in the phosphor which is not coated with silica. 
Figure 5 – Y2O3:Eu print taken on glass slide (left 
hand side) and enhanced image (right hand side) 
Figure 3 – Raman of Y2O3:Eu (a) and Y2O3:Eu modified with APTES (b)
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1. Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasingly employed
in forensic science for the detection of latent
fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new
aluminium nanomaterials for dusting to quantum
dot dispersions, to try to increase and enhance
areas where prints are likely to be found at
scenes of crime. It is not viable to use many of
these in conditions other than in a lab due to the
harmful effects they can cause over long term
use.
Past research has shown the success of using
europium doped yttria for increasing the
detection of fingerprints and that work has been
built upon to improve the powders ability to
adhere to the fingerprint by modifying the surface
of the phosphor while making sure the
modifications do not hinder the fluorescent ability
of the phosphor [1].
2. Experimental
The two phosphors Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were used due
to their excitation wavelength of 254nm and differing
emission wavelengths (611 nm for Europium and 543 nm
for Terbium). Both were synthesised using the
homogeneous precipitation method and then fired in a
furnace for six hours at 800oC. The resulting phosphors
(see SEMs in Fig. 1) were then coated with silica (see
TEMs in Fig. 2) using a modified version of the Stöber
method and then from this stage the surface of the silica
was etched to lower the coating width and finally modified
using various techniques (see Fig 3.) [2].
To ensure consistency in the results the prints were taken
from one donor. The finger was washed with ethanol and
allowed to dry in air for ten minutes without contact. These
eccrine prints were then placed on cleaned glass slides.
To create sebaceous prints the same method was used
except after the drying period the finger was rubbed on the
back of the neck and then between the fingers before
being placed onto the glass slide. To observe the
differences in the ageing of fingerprints some samples
were left for two weeks in the dark in a slide tray.
References
1 Mi Jung Choi et al (2008). “Metal-containing nanoparticles and nano-structured particles
in fingermark detection.” Forensic Science International 179 (2-3): 87-97
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4. Future Work
The phosphor powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of
latent fingerprints compared to traditional powders (see Fig. 5). The next work
that will be carried out is to see whether more information can be developed
from the fingerprint. These tests include modifying coated phosphors with
drug antibodies so areas can be dusted for fingerprints that could have traces
of drugs on them and also looking at the treated print using Raman
spectroscopy to see whether other compounds can be detected such as
explosive residues.
3. Results and discussion
The silica coated Y2O3:Tb was modified with a triethoxy(octyl)silane
(TMOS). This gave the coated phosphor a long chained hydrocarbon tail
which was found to increase the attachment to the more oil based
sebaceous fingerprints. Figure 4 shows the modification at around
3000cm-1 of the CH stretches. The silica coated Y2O3:Eu was found to
have a high attachment to the more aqueous based eccrine fingerprints
and so this was used without modification. Using both phosphors on a 15
stage depletion series showed that they are able to adhere to even very
dry fingerprints.
When tested on two year old and newly created fingerprints the purely
silica coated phosphors adhered primarily to newer prints whereas the
TMOS modified phosphor adhered to the more aged prints due to the
lack of decomposition and lack of evaporation of the oils. The newer
prints contained more aqueous salts and sweat so were a much better
surface for the silica coated phosphors.
Figure 2 – TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Tb (left) Y2O3:Eu 
(right)
Figure 5 – Comparison between (left to right) bichromate, graphite, Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb
Figure 1 – SEM of Y2O3:Eu (top) Y2O3:Tb 
(bottom) 
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Figure 3 – TEM of modified silica 
coated Y2O3:Tb 
Figure 4 – Infrared spectra of modified particles
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1. Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasingly employed in forensic science for the
detection of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new
aluminium nanomaterials for dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try to
increase and enhance areas where prints are likely to be found at scenes of
crime. It is not viable to use many of these in conditions other than in a lab
due to the harmful effects they can cause over long term use.
Past research has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for
increasing the detection of fingerprints and that work has been built upon to
improve the powders ability to adhere to the fingerprint by modifying the
surface of the phosphor while making sure the modifications do not hinder
the fluorescent ability of the phosphor [1].
2. Experimental
The two phosphors Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb were used due to their excitation 
wavelength of 254nm and differing emission wavelengths (611 nm for 
Europium and 543 nm for Terbium). Both were synthesised using the 
homogeneous precipitation method and then fired in a furnace for six 
hours at 800oC. The resulting phosphors (see SEMs in Fig. 1) were then 
coated with silica (see TEMs in Fig. 2) using a modified version of the 
Stöber method and then from this stage the surface of the silica was 
etched to lower the coating width and finally modified using various 
techniques [2].  
To ensure consistency in the results the prints were taken from one donor. 
The finger was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in air for ten 
minutes without contact. These eccrine prints were then placed on 
cleaned glass slides. To create sebaceous prints the same method was 
used except after the drying period the finger was rubbed on the back of 
the neck and then between the fingers before being placed onto the glass 
slide.  To observe the differences in the ageing of fingerprints some 
samples were left for two weeks in the dark in a slide tray. 
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4. Future Work
The phosphor powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of 
latent fingerprints compared to traditional powders (see Fig. 3). The next work 
that will be carried out is to see whether more information can be developed 
from the fingerprint.  These tests include modifying coated phosphors with 
drug antibodies so areas can be dusted for fingerprints that could have traces 
of drugs on them and also looking at the treated print using Raman 
spectroscopy to see whether other compounds can be detected such as 
explosive residues. 
3. Results and discussion
The silica coated Y2O3:Tb was modified with a triethoxy(octyl)silane 
(TMOS). This gave the coated phosphor a long chained hydrocarbon tail 
which was found to increase the attachment to the more oil based 
sebaceous fingerprints. The silica coated Y2O3:Eu was found to have a 
high attachment to the more aqueous based eccrine fingerprints and so 
this was used without modification. Using both phosphors on a 15 stage 
depletion series showed that they are able to adhere to even very dry 
fingerprints.  
When tested on two week old and newly created fingerprints the purely 
silica coated phosphors adhered primarily to newer prints whereas the 
TMOS modified phosphor adhered to the more aged prints due to the 
lack of decomposition and lack of evaporation of the oils. The newer 
prints contained more aqueous salts and sweat so were a much better 
surface for the silica coated phosphors. 
Figure 2 – TEM of silica coated Y2O3:Tb (left and second left) ) and Y2O3:Eu (right and second right)   
Figure 3 – Comparison between (left to right) bichromate, graphite, Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb 
Figure 1 – SEM of Y2O3:Eu (top) Y2O3:Tb (bottom)  
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Introduction
Nanotechnology has been increasingly employed in forensic science for the detection 
of latent fingerprints, using multiple techniques from new aluminium nanomaterials for 
dusting to quantum dot dispersions, to try to increase and enhance areas where prints are 
likely to be found at scenes of crime. Different substrates use a diverse range of methods to 
develop prints when they are found and each method has its own drawbacks. It is not viable 
to use many of these in conditions other than in a lab due to the harmful effects they can 
cause over long term use. With this in mind a new easier to use technique that can be used on 
any substrate from wood to glass to paper was looked into.
Past research has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing the 
detection of fingerprints and that work has been built upon to improve the powders ability to 
adhere to the fingerprint by modifying the surface of the phosphor while making sure the 
modifications do not hinder the fluorescent ability of the phosphor [1].
Methodology/Approach
The europium doped yttria was used as well as a terbium doped yttria due to both 
having an high intensity when excited at 254 nm but each having a different emission 
(europium at 612 nm and terbium at 543 nm.) (See fig 1) Having synthesised two different 
phosphors modifications can be examined to see whether these give better adherence or 
resolution.
Fig 1 – Emission spectra of Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb using an exciting wavelength of 254 nm
Y2O3:RE (RE = Eu, Tb) was synthesized using the homogeneous precipitation 
method. Molar ratios of Y(NO3)3 and RE(NO3)3 were mixed, diluted with distilled water to 
500mL and the resulting solution heated to 90oC whilst stirred. Once at temperature urea 
(35g) was added and the solution left at temperature for 2 hours. After this time the precursor 
was filtered and dried at 50oC. This was then coated with silica using a modified version of 
the Stöber method [2]. 1g of the precursor was dispersed in 400mL of ethanol to which 20mL 
distilled water and 25mL tetraethoxyorthosilane was added. This solution was stirred and 
8mL ammonia added. The solution was left stirring for 1 hour and then the coated precursor 
was separated by centrifuge and washed with ethanol. This was then dried at 60oC in an oven 
followed by sintering in a furnace at 1000oC for 6 hours. 1g of one of the silica coated 
phosphors was dispersed in 100mL ethanol. The solution was stirred and 20mL
tetraethyloctylsilane was added. This was left stirring for 48 hours before being separated by 
centrifuge, washed with ethanol and dried. 
To ensure consistency in the results the fingerprints were taken from one donor. The 
finger was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in air for ten minutes without contact. 
These eccrine prints were then placed on cleaned glass slides. To create sebaceous prints the 
same method was used except after the drying period the finger was rubbed on the back of 
the neck and then between the fingers before being placed onto the glass slide.  To observe 
the differences in the ageing of fingerprints some samples were left for two weeks in the dark 
in a slide tray. A depletion series was made using three fingers cleaned as before and set down 
fifteen times in a row on a sheet of glass to test how far along each of the powders could 
detect. The particle sizes and morphology were determined by SEM using an Oxford Supra 
35 and TEM using a JEOL JEM 2000 FX. Fluorescence spectra were taken on a Bentham 
Spectrometer and infrared spectroscopy was taken using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One FTIR 
Spectrometer with an ATR attachment.
Results and Discussion
The silica coated Y2O3:Tb was modified with a trimethoxy(octyl)silane to give the 
coated phosphor a long chained hydrocarbon tail which was found to increase the adherence 
to the more oil based sebaceous fingerprints. The silica coated Y2O3:Eu was found to have a 
high attachment to the more aqueous based eccrine fingerprints and so this was used without 
modification. The particles were found to be approx 200nm when imaged with a SEM (fig 2.) 
and after coating and modification the size was 300nm seen using a TEM (See fig 3.) 
Fig 2 – SEM of Y2O3:Eu particles
Fig 3 – TEM of Y2O3:Tb particles coated with 
silica and modified with TMOS
Using infra red spectroscopy the modification was found to have attached to the 
surface of the silica and when tested on two week old and newly created fingerprints the 
purely silica coated phosphors adhered primarily to newer prints whereas the TMOS 
modified phosphor adhered to the more aged prints due to the lack of decomposition and lack 
of evaporation of the oils. The newer prints contained more aqueous salts and sweat so were a 
much better surface for the silica coated phosphors (see fig 4.)
Fig 4 – TMOS coated then modified Y2O3:Tb dusted print (left) and Y2O3:Eu coated with silica dusted print (right)
Conclusion
The phosphor powders show great promise in enhancing the detection of latent 
fingerprints compared to traditional powders. The next work that will be carried out is to see 
whether more information can be developed from the fingerprint.  These tests include 
modifying coated phosphors with drug antibodies so areas can be dusted for fingerprints that 
could have traces of drugs on them and also looking at the treated print using Raman 
spectroscopy to see whether other compounds can be detected such as explosive residues.
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Abstract
Past research has shown the success of using europium doped yttria for increasing the detection of fingerprints and 
that work has been built upon to improve the powders ability to adhere to the fingerprint by modifying the surface of the 
phosphor while making sure the modifications do not hinder the fluorescent ability of the phosphor
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1. Objectives and Background
The discovery of latent fingerprints at any crime scenes are a major part of making a case and then getting a 
conviction in court. Since the first statistical analysis model showing the rarity of false positives was 64 billion to 1[1] 
they were the most significant factor in police cases till the adoption of DNA profiling in 1984 [2]. 
The techniques that are used for detecting latent prints have vastly changed in recent years. The main two powders 
that have been used since its discovery were charcoal and chalk powder depending on the colour of the surface being 
dusted. Over time superior powders were needed as the original two were very basic and did not always give a good 
result. From this two main factors were identified for powders to be used. The size of the particles are a major issue 
because the finer the powder the better detail can been seen on a fingerprint but once particles get too small then they will
overwhelm the fingerprint and give a much worse image. The other major factor is the adherence of the powder to the 
fingerprint. The powder needs to be able to stick to the print and then be removed through methods such as tape lifting 
but not to come off during the dusting process. There are two types of fingerprint which are found, each depending on the 
individual. The most well known type is eccrine prints which occur with the sweat glands on the fingertips and which are 
mainly aqueous based containing mainly water and salts [3]. The other is sebaceous which occurs when a person rubs the 
back of their neck or face. These are mainly oil based prints [4] and normally last longer as the main components take 
longer to evaporate unlike the eccrine prints. This is a factor which will be investigated to see whether a powder can be 
developed to see one type better than another. A smaller factor to consider is also colour. The surfaces that need to be 
checked for prints could be so varied in colour that some powders would not show up.
Nanomaterials are becoming increasingly employed in forensic science to detect latent fingerprints because the 
particle sizes can be carefully monitored. A lot of work has been carried out using multiple techniques from new 
aluminium nanomaterials [5] for dusting to quantum dot dispersions [6] to try to increase and enhance areas where prints 
are likely to be found at scenes of crime. It is not viable to use many of these in conditions other than in a lab due to the 
harmful effects they can cause over long term use. The aim of this work was to use Y2O3 nanophosphors to not only 
increase the adherence of particles to the latent fingerprints but to also to use the fluorescent effects of the phosphors to 
give a good detailed print lift on surfaces of any colour.
Therefore from the above issues phosphors doped with different rare earth metals were synthesized using a 
homogeneous precipitation method to regulate the particle size and then coated with silica which was then modified to 
increase the adherence to prints. 
2. Results
Europium and terbium were used as the activators in this study as both are excited at 254nm but have different 
emissions (Eu3+ at 612nm and Tb3+ at 543nm). Both were doped into Y2O3 at 5 mol% which has been shown to give a
high intensity. An SEM of Y2O3:Eu and Y2O3:Tb shows discrete particles with an average size of 200nm after annealing
at 1000oc. (see Figure 1) This shows the particles are around the same size as the commercial bichromate powders which 
are used with particle sizes shown to be also around 200nm (Figure 2) A modified version of the Stöber method [7] was 
used to coat the particles with silica which was optimized to give a coating width of approximately 50nm (Figure 3).
The Y2O3:Eu coated particles were then modified with triethoxy(octyl)silane (TEOS) to increase the adherence to 
older more oil based fingerprints, which again increased the particle size slightly (Figure 4). FTIR showed the 
modification of the coating adhered to the coated phosphor with the long chain CH2 group shown at 2920cm-1 (Figure 5)
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and luminescence tests of the precoated and coated particles showed little change in the relative luminescence intensity. 
Both phosphors were then tested on fingerprints taken from one donor. 
To ensure consistency in the results the prints the finger of the donor was washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in 
air for ten minutes without contact. These eccrine prints were then placed on cleaned glass slides. To create sebaceous 
prints the same method was used except after the drying period the finger was rubbed on the back of the neck and then 
between the fingers before being placed onto the glass slide.  To observe the differences in the ageing of fingerprints 
some samples were left for two weeks in the dark in a slide tray. The prints were then dusted with each type of phosphor 
and the residue tape lifted and photographed under 254nm UV light. (Figure 6) The results of the tests show good 
adherence to the fingerprint residue both with the modified and unmodified prints. 
3. Originality and Prior Publications
This work is original since we have not previously reported the 
4. Impacts
x The luminescent properties of modified phosphors were shown to not reduce the intensity compared to the uncoated 
phosphors. 
x The modification was shown by FTIR to have reacted and be present on the surface of the particles.
x The modified particles show great adherence to the fingerprint residue even after a two week period
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Fig. 1 SEM study of a Y2O3:Eu (left) and Y2O3:Tb (right) phosphors annealed at 1000oC
Fig. 2 TEM image of Y2O3:Eu phosphor particles annealed at 1000°C
Fig. 3 TEM image of Y2O3:Eu (left) and Y2O3:Tb (right) phosphor particles coated with SiO2
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Fig. 4 TEM image of Y2O3:Eu particles coated with SiO2 and modified with TEOS
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Fig. 5 FTIR of Y2O3:Eu particles coated with SiO2 and modified with TEOS
Fig. 6 Tape lifted fingerprints using Y2O3:Tb (Left) and modified Y2O3:Eu (right)
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